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Abstract

A systematic study of atomic masses in the A:180 to A=200 range was undertaken by the University
of Manitob4 Atomic Mass Determinations (AMD) Group during the early 1990's. The absence of a large

body ofmass spechometric data in this region gives rise to obvious discrepancies in the published mass

data. A case of this is the "Mercury Q{g) problem". Mass measu.rements done on four platinum isotopes in
this body ofwork will help ser "boundary markers" in that region (A-200).

This thesis describes work done on the Manitoba II High Resolution deflection spechometer as well as

the canadian Pe¡¡ing Trap Mass specÍometer (cprMs), sited at Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois,
usA. The Platinum @t) absolute mass measüremenß performed with the cprMS uses the tecb:rique of
radio frequency (R-F) excitation ofion resonant frequencies compared to the Manitoba tr, a,,classical,,

deflection machine, employing static elechic/magnetic fields to effect ion trajectories. The masses ofthe
four Platinum isotopes have been determined to a precision of20 parts per billion þpb). These results are

linked to Hg data from Manitoba lI form a detailed mass spectroscopic evaluation series for the A=194-204

region. A new mass value for teAu is also computed.

Various systematic effects in the CPTMS have been examined and a blueprint for a thrust towards even

higher precision work has been developed. These measurements also provide a test platfom to ascertain

the higher end precision possible through the implemenøtion ofseveral novel techniques/devices. This is in
anticipation of a planned series ofhigh-precision online mass measûem€nts ofvery short-lived nuclei.
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1 lntroduction

The pursuit ofknowledge in nuclear physics deals with understa¡ding the fundamental nature of
matter' The "atom" has long been considered the basic building block. Democrihrs, a Greek philosopher in
the fourth cenhry B. C. postulated that all matter could be dissected until an indivisibte unit is atùained.

This unit, invisible to the naked eye, was termed the "atom". For centu-ries this remainedjust a speculation.
Scientists ofevery era tried to understand the properties ofthe multitude ofexisting elements, and relate
them to ñrndamental differences in their basic st¡ucture. In the nineteenth century, with Mendeleev,s
periodic table, the elements were first classified in a systematic manner. Human curiosity continued to
probe the "atom" firrther to reveal the existence ofeven smaller units, the charged proton, elechon and the
neutÍal neuhon. The indivisible atom had been divided and shown to consist ofa distinct combination of
numbers ofprotons, neuhoDs and elecÍons. This systematic pictue is illustrated in the chart ofnuclides,
where the different elemenls are arranged in order ofascending numbers ofl{ (neuhon number) and z
(proton number).

Fig. 1,1. Chart of nucl¡des. The line of Bstability is he shaded reg¡on.

This chart @ig l.l) reveals interesting nuclear facts at a glance. The instability (exhemely short lifetimes)
becones more pronounced for "exotic" elements frr¡ther from the ,lalley of stability',. The line N=Z is
added for fi¡rther clarity. The line of p-stability can be observed to d€viate fro m N=z at N=z=20. Thus no

stâble nuclides that have equal numbers ofprotons and neutons exist after if ca . The heaviest søble

nuclide is fBi, all heavier elements undergo spontaneous fission, breaking apart into tì{o or more

smaller components. There is expected to be an island of "superheavy', elements around the N+z=AÈ300.



A small but finite fission barrier provides the necessary stability. There exist pockets ofdefon¡ed nuclides

in various regions where nuclear shapes deviate from being spherical. These ,'nuclear traits', arise for
specific combination ofthe numbers ofneutrons and protons in the various nuclei. The binding energy

(B.E) that is the "mass difference" between the bound nucle ut mr(! x) and the free prorons m p and

neutrons tn, (masses and ¡est masses a¡e related and used interchangeably):

B.E = Zmp +(,t_z)m, _^,(;x). (r.o)

The commonly used "binding energy per nucleon" is thereforc merely B.Ef A. A positive binding energy

denotes stability, as energy input is required to break apart the nucleus. It is the reverse for instability, as

now the nucleus will attain a lower energy state by breaking apart lbrough some fonn ofspontaneous decay

process. Mapping ofthe binding energy is thus a probe to understancling nuclear structure. One method of

this is through direct atomic mass meas üerrteîß md" t"(l X)l

. ^,(¡x)=^u,"^,"(¡x)-zr"*f a, (1.1)
i=l

B¡ denotes the electron binding energy ofthe ¡th elechon. The mass ofthe nucleus can be extacted from
the atomic mass, corrected for the mass and binding energy of the atomic elechons @uckworrh 1990).

Theoretical models serve as bases to explain the variation ofbinding energies according to the (?{, Z)
dependence. The variety ofdifferent models use the currently available mass data from dfuect mass

determinations or from reaction Q-value measu.rements to check conespondence in the aim of extending
the models to regions far from stability. The terms reflect possible modes ofattraction/repulsion between

nucleons. The simplest model is the "semi empirical" mass fomula. In this scheme, the nucleus is
desüibed as a configùation ofparticles inteÌactihg primarily with a short ranged nuclear attraction and a

long ranged coulomb repulsion. The remaining tems reflect some aspects in the pairing/symmefy in
neutron/proton number. Other models with more elaborate pa¡ametriz¿tion technigues exist in a similar
spirit' the pursuit ofa comprehensive theoretical description that is valid over the entire mass su¡face!

The very successfiil shell Model, bonowing ideas from atomic physics, describes the nucleus as an

ever-increasing layer of "shells'i. sequential filling ofthe shells leads to the ,lnagic 
numbers,,, which

demarcate the various shell levels. separate shells for neuhons and pÍotons provide for,doubly magic',
nuclei, which poisess closed shells for both neutons and protons. This model had its humble begimings
with the phenomenological harmonic oscillator,



Fig. 1.2. Saxon-Woods potential illustrating the 
,finite 

extenf of his potential model

This was later extapolated to the Saxon-Woods potential distribution (Fig L2) to account for finite particle

separation energy:

vØ= -I'-k
1+eì

The inclusion ofa velocity dependent spin-orbit interaction term, -c l.s, makes the final conections. The

"magio" numbers 2,8,20,28,50,82,126... then ca¡ne into existence (May€r 1948). On the other exheme,
complicated methods based on a Harhee-Fock approximation súive to provide a unified ,.mass theory',
valid over the entire mass su¡face th¡ough the description ofmicroscopic effective interactions. precision

mass measurements provide anchor points to test all available theories and explore discrepancies. Mass
values far from stability help extend 'þossible test space" to a rnuch larger extent of mass surface.

Early attempts to understand and characterize nuclear skuch¡re hends took very simple approaches.

Al example of this is rhe attempt by Dempst€r (Dempster I 93 g) to inhoduce the ,þacking fraction curve',
(Fig 1.3). The packing fraction/defined as:

.- lu-'tJ -- A-

(1,2)

(r.3)

A quick examination shows the packing fraction as a measu¡e ofthe'lnass excess,'over the mass surface.
The greatest binding energy signals the minimum in the packing fraction curve. This is illustrat€d in the
binding energy/packing fraction g¡aph sholvn below. Local variation in nuclear shuchue can be ascertained
by observing the packing fraction even more closely. A disproportionate variation in the packing fraction
with respect to l, indicated by a gradient chang€ over a rocal region, signars some form ofnew nuclear



binding mechanism. The abrupt change in slope nearl=90, for example, is due to the shell closure at

lr'=50. Similar effects can be found at the other ,,magic numbers".

Mass Nmrber fÂj

Fig 1.3. Packing fiaction and Bìnding energy per nucreon showing rocar region of "exra shbirity"

at A=90 due to the N=50 magic number.

The Shell Model was calculated with the presumption ofa spherical nucleus. Nuclear deformation exists

for certain nuclei' Oblate or prolate deformation removes any simplicity of a spherical nuclear potential. A

more elaborâte model relates the deformed nucleus wavefünction r¿'(c)), as a superposition ofthe well-

knorm spherical wavefunctions, l¿llvJ,j .

ry'(a)=\a(r'n¡þ,,
a

s. G, Nilsson first solved the coefticients a (Nlj) n 1955. The energy levels arising from this computation

wer€ aptly termed as the 'Nilsson particle levels". Double neuhon separation energy, s2- is another means

to ascertain nuclear characteristics. 52" values show a smooth variation with neuhon number until some

nuclear "sauctùe effece' is €ncountered. Abrupt gradient changes indicate major shell closures while
"ki¡ïs" show deformation regions where there exists exha stability. This phenomenon ofnuclear
deformation around the region l=88 was fìrst discovered by the Manitoba Atomic Mass Determinations
(AMD) group in 1964 through the accumuration and subsequent analysis ofmass spectrometric data

@arber er. al. 1964).

The ea¡liest documented attempt at p¡actical mass spechomety can be atbibuted to both F. w
.Aston (1919)' A combination ofelectic and magnetic fields was used to achieve the ,,mass dispersion" that
is characteristic ofall mass spectometers, These early machines, constucted with limited loowledge in
ion optics, possessed either "velocity focusing" or "direction focusing , 

@uckworth 1990a). with the

.;

s3E

8.1 P

z.e €
iË

(1.4)



limited resolution ofthe early machines, Aston managed to exhact mass measurements that deviated from
the "whole numbei'rule. This prompted a fomrulation one ofthe earliest experimental probes into nuclear

structure, the packing fraction, described above. The introduction of,. double focusing,'mass

spectrometers, employing the theory ofHerzog, ushered the era ofhigh-resolution mass measur.em€nts. The

Dempster-type double focusing mass specÍometer consists ofa 90o radial electrostatic analyzer followed
by a semicircular magnetic analyzer. This spirit was adopted in the Manitoba I (University of Manitoba)

machine (affectionately hrown as "Big Ed') that was moved from McMaster University in the early sixties.

The large instrurnent, r" =2.?3m, was routinely operated with a resolving power of 100,000. This machine
can effectively distinguish two different ions whose masses differ by lx10'5! Atomic mass measurements to
a precision ofup to 3 parts per billion þpb) using "doublets" @arber et a\.,1964) were made using this
apparatus. Deflection type mass spectrometers enjoyed unparalleled success, achieving very high precision

with resolving powers ofless than 500,000. scientific endeavors were then logically directed to build
compact machines with improved performance. Large magnets are cumbersome and expensive; therefore
designs employing magnetic sectors became athactive. Manitoba tr (' Betsy'') is one such machine.

Designed and built in the mid-sixties, it employs sector fields in a relatively compact configu¡ation. The
second orde¡ double focusing design as prescribed by the theory ofHintenberger and Koenig (1959) is
used as the conshuction basis @arber er al 1971, see also Chaptet 2, this \.vork).

online nass spectromety soon became a means to perform mass measurements on nuclei far from
the line ofstability or aptly t€nned as exotic nuclei. The principle was relatively sÍaightfonvard; creation
ofexotic species, exotic species "selection", transport ofexotics to spechometer and finally, the mass

measurement process itself. This principle remains the comerstone in today's state-of-art .,exotic 
mass

measurement systems". The collection/ t¡ansport process must be efficient in low yield processes.

Fig, 1.4. Shematic ofhE t)pical .eadf 
online mass measurement system

The "lifetime" ofexotic nuclei imposes a time limit on the entire process from ,,creation', to
"measurement''. The mass "selection" is achievert through the use of a single magnet mass separator (IsoL
-Isotope separalor o¡r-ine) (Nielsen l9z0), This was improved upon with the introduction ofthe Gas-



Filled Magnetic Separator (Cohen and Fulner (1958), Armbruster (1964)) that achieves the charge/mass

dispersion coupled with charge-ståte "normalization", The charge normalization was attained tkough the

numerous charge-exchange collisions between the ions of interest and a buffer gas. Initial online mass

measuement attemPts merely consisted ofpositioning a deflection mass spectrometer after an isotope

separator (Fig 1.4). Other early configurations consisted ofa helium jet hansport line to transfer the exotics

to remote mass spechometers. The early work ofBernas at orsay (Bernas 1970) was done in a truly
"online" fasbion. An acc€lerator proton beam was made incident on a special ion source consisting of
altemating foils ofgraPhite and target material enclosed in an oven. The recoils produced are stopped in the
graphite' The oven was continuously heated so that the recoil atoms diffi.¡sed to the exit slit tvher€ they

were ionized by surface ionization. The ions were then extracted into a mass spectrometer. It was

discove¡ed here that this heating tecbnique proved eftìcient only for the alkali elements. The ion source that

was previously operated by ISoLTIIAP at CERN had very similar characteristics @ollen er øt 1996).

Mass meastllements on nuclei far from stability, termed as "exotic" nuclei, have been of inte¡est in
recent years. Apart from establishing mass points on the mass surface, exotic nuclei mass measu¡ements arç

crucial in exploring the asnophysical rp-p¡ocesses. To be of any effec! measurements must be perfonned at
the l0-7- l0'8 lsvel ofprecision. New methotls have been developed to tackle this issue. One such method is

the coupling ofa Penning Trap Mass specfiometer to an accelerator system. The ISoLTRÁp at cERN,
Geneva, commissioned in the late eighties, was the frst such i¡strument (Bollen ¿t a, 1990). The exotic
p¡oduction system had high efüciency initially only for the alkali elements. The cürent ISOLTMp
confìguration has a far mo¡e 'l¡niversal" ion source extending its capabilities even to noble gases elerfurth
2001). The canadian Peming Trap Mass spechometer (cprMS) coupled to the Argonne Tandem Linac
Accelerator System (ATLAS) at ANL stands poised to accept exotic species over the entire mass surface,

limited only by the half-life constrâint of2Oms. Exotic nuclei mass measurements will open a new window
into nuclear structure, The neutron and proton-rich isotopes present unsurpassed opporhnities to explore
nuclea¡ shuchrre at the exÍemes ofprolon/neutron asymmefy.

Deflection mass spectrometers have set the bencbmark in precision mass measurement at the part

per billion levels (Duckworth, 1970). A:ry neì tecbnique must equal or exceed this time tested standard.

The performance must also be maintaíned for heavy ions. Penning Trap inshuments have become feasible
in the arena ofprecision mass measurements in recent years due to technological progress. The infrocluction
ofcompact superconducting magnets provides for a highly homogenous field over a small region. ultra
high vacuum (IHV) generation systems like turbomolecular and cryogenic pumps provide for
experimental chambers evacuated to l0-e to 10{0 ton in which circulating ions would have a low
probability of scatter. very low magnetic susceptibility materials allow for the device to be placed in a
magnetic field without much concern for field modising effects. certain groups have sho\yn that highly
precise mass meæurements are possible with the penning Trap, with resolutions exceeding r million. van
Dyck, Schwinberg and Dehmelt used the peûring trap to measure the magnetic moment ofthe elechon to
an accuracy of4 x l0rz (VanDyck et al. 1990). Mass measurements on light nuclei (A<50) have been
performed using Penning taps in the regime ofsub ppb accuracy (comell ef. a/. l9g9). Extension ofthis



tecbnique to heaYy ions (A>100) was frst done by the ISOLTRAP collaboration at CERN. The interest in
this tech¡ique was specifically geared towa¡ds the measu¡ement ofexotic nuclides created online. The low
yield ofthe species being investigated requires a mass measu¡ement system that can work with a single ion!
The canadian Pe¡¡ing Trap (cPT) situated at the ATLAS beam line at Argonne National Laboratory,

Illinois; usA is another exotic mass measuement system. The underlying princþle in both these systems

is the conversion ofa continuous exotic beam into a series ofbunched and coolecl ion pulses. The ion
pulses are then injected into the Pen¡ing trap for mass measuement. Second generation exotic trap systems

are being consnrcted at Jyvaskyla, Finland (JyFL) and beirg proposed at TRIUMF, vancouver, canada.

The measu-rements performed in the cou¡se ofthis wo¡k involved both the deflection mass

spectrometer "Manitoba II" and the canadian penning Trap Mass spechometer (cprMs). These two
devices were used to systematically measure heavy masses in the region l=lg0-200, a region with long
standing discrepancies, The MercuryÆungsten mass measurements (Barilra¡i 1999) performed on
"Manitoba Il" provided crucial information in the l-200 mæs region. The curent complementaÐ/ cprMs
measurements on Platinum isotoPes are expected to provide additional "mass anchor points', in this region.
These measurements also constitute a comprehensive high-precision systems test ofthe CPTMS, which is a

precùsor to oür pla¡ned high-precision online mass measurements.
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2 Deflection Mass Spectrometry

2,1. Ion Optícs

Deflection type mass spectrometers employ both electric and magnetic fields to deflect ions

into a particular mass dependent path. The focusing properties ofthe fields must fust be examined befo¡e

any design can be evaluated. The ion beam nonnally has a finite emittance that must be taken into account

early in the design stage. It is crucial for any spectrometer design to be relatively insensitive to small

deviations in ion energy and angular sp¡ead. This is attained by incorporating shingent high order self-
corections in the design. An ìÍoduction to positive ion optics both for magnetic and elechic fields will
fi¡st be examined. The first order focusing propefies ofdouble field E, B machines will be extenclecl to the

more complex second o¡der do¡ble focusing machines,

The homogeneous magnetic field is a momenhrm selector. Equally charged ions with
different momenta are deflected rhough different paths. The semi circular magnetic analyz€r has been

replaced by the smaller sector systems ever since the int¡oduction ofa theory that predicts direction

focusing ofsector fields (Iìerzog 1934). This marked a tuming point in spectrometer design as now smaller
and cheaper sector magnets could achieve the "natu¡al" direction focusing properly of large semi circular
systems. The focusing proPerties rxill involve the terminology ofHerzog so as to maintain consistency even

\ryhen the propefies ofradial electrostatic fields are examined. consider an ion beam ofmass lvfo

originating from Point O r.Yith a halfangular deviation ofcr. Ions with the median direction enter the field
normally after traversing a field aee distance of /,' and are deflected into a path ofraclius r" tbrough an

angle of o.. The ions then emerge from the field no¡¡nally ancl travel a fruther disûance /ñ,, to the image

point I' The dir€ction focusing is evident from the figure as the divergent beam is made to converge at the
image point L

Fig. 2,1 Symmebic anangement show¡ng object and image points

The focal length of this system is given by:

f" = r,/ siniÞ^

The object and image distances are related tbrough the expression:

(2.11



(t^'-s)(^" -Ð =f,' (2,21

where g^ = f,cos@,, the distance from the boundary ofthe field to the focal point. Figure 2.1 shows that

the center of curvature, image point I and object point o; all lie along a straight line @arber's Rule, see

Barber 1933, Duckworth et al. 1990). The image displacement å-" for an object displacement á,', change

in ion mass M = Mo (l+þ anð, ion velocity t" (t +p),vithþ and y being small, is given by:

b^=r.(þ+r)['.[#)] -u:** (23)

The above equation is only valid for field boundaries normal to ion trajectory. Herzog (1934) and cartan
(1937) took this into account and derived respective equations for arbitrary ion enhance and exit angles.

Fig. 2.2. Object and image points for arbitrary field boundaries ofa sector magnet

The Newlonian fonn for the focus equation is now rewritten as:

wilh g'^ , g^" andf^ given by:

õñ

(t"'-s.)G" -e^") =Ë

r^ cos e'. cos(o" - ai )-rh(Õ-=t:Ð-

(2.41

(2.5)

_, _ r^ cosel cos(o" -ai)r' --;¡"@J;:ãi-
, _ r^ cos e'. cos e!r^-ñ;-a;êT

A graphical method (Fig. 2.2) related to the above equation enables the image point to be located though
the use ofgeometrical constructíon (Cartan constuction, Cartan 1937). Focusing in radial elecþostatic
fields catr be determined using the sane terminorogy as with homogeneous magnetic fields. It has been

shown that an electrostatic field has focusing conditions similar to the magnetic case except for a factor of

J7 . This can be seen from the focus equations:

(t"'-Ð(t,"-sJ =Í,' (2.6)
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r"=ft"i"(J-zo"),

g"= ¡"o"(.fza")

(2.71

(2.8)

A graphical construction for the electrostatic case in which Ba¡ber's rule will still hold if the field extent

angleisscaledas J7 <Þ. and the ¡adius of curvahÌe is ry'-. tt 
" 

'rmug" aisplacement b,, for the
./ 42

electrostatic field is given by:

ø;=r,(B+|Ð['.[å)] u:* (2e)

In the case of a monoenergetic beam, for whicb, B = - Ir, 
a ions are focused at the same image point

regardless of mass. The radial elechostatic analyzer is therefore an energy selector. The radial (cylindrical)

€lectrostatic analyzer is a special case ofthe toroidal condenser with r, -+ o. Another interesting extension
is the spherical condenser with r,: r.. Here the¡e is both radial and axial focusing with equal focal length.

The spherical condenser o¡ deflecto¡ is routinely used to deflect ion beams while still mainøining a small
overall beam spot for effective transmission though apertures.

The implementation ofdouble E, B field configuration can cause the velocity dispersion ofone
field to be compensated by the other. Together with "direction focusing,,, this anangement is term€d as

double focusing. It is common for the electric field to precede the magnetic field but the inve¡se

arrangement has also been used in some machines. The final image position in the E, B field case is:

b ;, =, ̂
 
@ * ù1,.(*_r 

)l_,1 h
x t,,ç+f,ù['.[#)]- rirl I ent

Velocity focusing will be possible ifthe coeffìcient in p vanishes, that is:

,-l+.'l-,"1'.{1=, (2.11)

For a particular configuation, the above equation can be satisfied by varying r. while holding all others
physical dimensions constant. The discussion so far has been restricted to fr¡st order terms in a ancl p with
higher order terms neglected. Hintenberger & Konig (1959) investigated second order focusing properties
with the approximation that the fields were defined with abrupt boundaries and inotion restrict€d to the
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median plane. For the present pwposes, the discussion will be based on a cylindrical condenser as the

electrostatic analyzer in tbe E, B configuration. As summarized by Duckworth, Barber and

venkatasub¡amaniam for a tandem combination ofelectric and magnetic fields, the finat image

displacement from the optic axis at a distance x : In can be expressed as a power series, viz;

y B = r^(Bp 
" 

+ BrB + B,raz" + Brra 
" 
B + BrrB2) (2.14),

The coefücients in the above equation are functions of eight geometric paramete rs: e^ e', e,i @. d/r*
r"/r* l"'/r^ I"þ^. lt canbe seen that the terms are arranged in increasing order of a and B. By setting 81 =
82 : 0, fust order double focusing is attåined. The solution for second order double focusing can be

attained by solving the five simultaneous equations such that B¡ = B, = g,, = B¡2 = 822 = 0. Tbree
parameters can be chosen arbitrarily and a self-consistent solution is determined for the ot¡er five
parameters. Hintenberger and Konig presented a mrnber of geomehic arrangements that comply with the
second order-focusing criterion. out ofthese, arrangement g, as stated in the table 2.2 @uckworth 1990a),

is the design basis for the Manitoba II mass spechometer conshucted at the university of Manitoba.

2.2, Mønitobø II Hígh Resolution Mass Spectrometer

The Manitoba II mass spechometer (Barber et al. l97l) was conmissioned at the University
of Manitoba's Physics Department in 196?. The double focusing nature ofrhis deflection insFument

accepts an ion beam with some va¡iation in entry energy and direction and brings it to a focus at the
detector. The tandem configuration consists ofa 94.65" elecÍostatic analyzer followed by a 90o sector

magnet. The choice ofthis particular machine specification was prompted by several reasons. The

intermediate direction focus formed by the electrostatic sector at the SÊ slit enables the operator to check
for identical beam paths by varying the ion enay energy ofthe two species under experiment. This is a
crucial test to ensure that Bleakney's Theorem (see below) is satisfied. The relatively compact size ofthe
entùe inskument prevents mechanical vibration and shay magnetic fields from being a cause for great

concem. The relatively short path length ensües that the probability ofscatter from the residual gas

molecules remains low. This machine is being used for precise atomic mass measurements with precision
in the parts per billion (ppb) levels. A maximum resolution of900,000 (FwIlM) has been documented
(Koziør et al. 1980).

2.3, B leøkney's Th eo rem

Precision mass measuements performed with the Manitoba tr instrument utilize a rather simple
relation between the '1¡oknown" mass and a comparison sta¡dard (a measurement doublet). This enables a
mass diffe¡ence to be measu¡ed. The measurement process involves hacing identical paths for both the
measurement and comparison mass (ions) tbrough fhe E, B fields by merely switching the electric fields
according to the relation

T2

M¡\ = M2V2; (2.15)



A, general argument for equation (2.15) can be p¡esented as shown (Bleakney 1936). Consider motion ofan

ion ofmass m in a region ofelectric field -Ë and magnetic field .ã with ion velocity v- , traversing an o¡bit of
distånce r. The Lorentz force equation gives:

rt=¡¡¿=qÉ+qíxÉ. (2.16)

Using the differentiation chain rule the above equation can be written as

r'=,+.+=^,+, tziT)ds dt ds'
hence,

*'4=E*¡*É. 
(2.18)qds

Assume another ion of mass ¡r¡, = (1 + ó.)rr with velocity v, = (t + 7þ . ne magnetic field remains constant

while the elecfric field is changed to n'=(t+a)n,uthis cæe, the Lorentz equation (2.l8) appears as,

Q+ a\t+ ), 2ff = Q + a)È + (t+ yþ x Ê. (2.1e)

This ion can be made to fave¡se the same path described by equation 2.1g, if
(+a)(+y)'=(r+a)=(r+7). e.2o)

Therefo¡e the following relations must be true,

(t+a[t+7)=r, e21a)

(t+ø)=(r+7). e.z1b)
Hence,-

(l+aXl+ø)=1. (2,22)

Multiplying both si des of Q.22) by n and E attain,

m'E'=mE e.2g)
The electic fielcls can be expressed as the voltages required to generate these fields. Hence equatio n2.23 can
be written to ¡esemble (2.15).

m'V'=mV e.241

Ln principle, this relatioDship is requi¡ed for every electrostatic element in the instrument, such as

elecüostatic lenses, ion source voltage and ofcourse the voltage applied ro the electostatic analyzer plates.

For several ofthese, the ion beam position is relatively insensitive. However, for the electostatic analyzer
volkge, the peak position is exhemely sensitive.
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2,4. Peøk Møtching

suppose that the ions ofa specific mass a{Ìer traversing the tandem E, B fields are incident on
the ion detector' Then aûer the potentials are switched, the other species is incident at the same detector
position. The switching when done on alt€mate slveeps ofthe oscilloscope would make the display ofboth
peaks appear superimposed on an oscilloscope. By proper selection ofthe switched vortage, both peaks can
appear perfectly superimposed or 'înatched" on the scope display. consider M, to be the peak that rvill be

switched so that it is perfectry superimposed or matched to peak M(assuming rf> M).The anaryzer
potential in the nruwitched state is setto pass ions of mass M along the E, B axis of s¡,rnmetry. Hence with:

ÁM=M-M',

lE = E'- E. (2.25)

Dividirg the equations above by M'and E respectively, attain:

ÁlyI/M'=I'l/M'- I,

¿øE = E\E - r. (2.26]|

Together with the Bleakney's theorern ÀÆ = M'E' afiain

or with the proportional voltages:

AluI/M' =AE/E,

Álul/M' =,íV/V
This procedure ofpeak matching by switching very accùate sman potentiars is used in the routine
operation ofth€ Manitoba II mass spechometer.

Computer assisted peak matching is believed to be superior to any attempt to match by ..€ye,,

inasmuch as it is independent ofthe operator, The process has been elabotated elsewhere @arillari 1999)
and used in this work. This involves applying the switched potential such that "close,'to a perfect match is
achieved, Figure 2.3 shows the different matched positions. ,4, linear relationship is attained provided that
D¡ and D2 are vert small and the actual matching potential (D=0) is then detemrined. This sequence is then
repeated by bringing the heavier mass to be matched with the lighter mass. A total ofeight different
matching modes are used to remove any bias that might arise.

(2.27)

(2.28)

HeâvyMâs6

F¡9. 2'3 computer matching where two peaks are matched, The data stored is then anaryzed ofirine
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2.5. Operalìonøl Electronícs

The Manitoba II spechometer had undergone a major electronics reconstruction during the period

1994-1998. The improvements are documented with detail in the Ph.D. thesis ofD. K. Ba¡illari (1999). The

potentials for the elechostatic analyzer plates \yere, prior to 1995, derived from a stack of extremely stable

me¡cu¡y ¡eference cells. The removal ofthis product ûom the market due to envi¡onmental concerns had

made the change a necessity. The cunent configuration (Fig. 2.4) uses linear supplies fo¡ the base voltage

of about +l 400V (Fluke 1440). The small float voltages (dl/+, dll-) are derived from a microvolt stable

supply built in-house. A digital master sequencer provides the trigger signals to perform the various voltage

switching processes. The various elechostatic potentials are switched simultaneously and the data scan is

triggered after a settling period of 0.5ms. Solid state switches (hecision Monolithics SW02) replaced the

aging mechanical switching relays. The performance ofthese solid state systems even in the "microvolt
reproducibility" regime has prompted the author to inhoduce these devices into the CPT MS system. Ifthe
ion beam is swept across the collector slit, the signal at the elechon multiplier has a ',peak" ofthe type

shown for a single scan in Fig. 2.3. Helnholtz coils driven by a triggered ramp current waveform provides

the small time dependent ('saw tooth") magnetic field to perfonr the above-mentioned scanning. The ,,saw

tooth" waveform originates from the same oscilloscope that is used to view the output of the elechon

multiplier.

The higger sequence consists offour distinct ,.phases". 
Each phase involves adding or

subtacting a small voltage from the ESA plat€s to bring the mass under experiment and the reference mass

into coincidence (peak matchi¡g). The resulting four scans are stored into the signal averager memory,

which is later retrieved for off-line analysis.

asül
I EfE

Fig. 2,4. Elecldcal overv¡ew of he Maniloba ll High Resolution Mass Spectrometer
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3. Radio f,'requency Quadrupole Devices

In the work described in this thesis, measurements were made with both a classical deflection mass

spechometer, Manitoba II and with the Canadian Pen¡ing Trap Mass Spectrometer (CpT MS). A description of
the basic principles ofoperation ofthe former is given in Chapter 2, while a sun:mary ofthe basic p¡inciples

goveming the operation ofthe tkee fundamental components ofthe latter is given in chapter 3.

Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) devices include two-dimensional mass filter/ion guides ancl rfuee-

dimensional ion aaps. The mentioned dimensions refer to the confning field. The mass filter confines ions in
both x and y, with the ions free to move along the z direction. Ion hap, on the other hand, confines ions in both r
and z, hence the "hap" tenninology. The original patent (paul 1960) for the RFe mass filter was awarded to

Paul and Steinwedel in 1960 and the Nobel Prize for physics was subsequently awarded to paul and Dehmelt in
1989 for their work on application ofion taps to atomic physics. The physical construction ofthe mass

filter/ion guide consists ofan array of fou¡-rod elechodes. Radio frequency power supplies are configured such

that the opposing electrodes (a set) have the same RF phase, while the other set is 180' out ofphase. Figure 3.1

shows the very basic setup ofan ion guide. A DC offset can be applied to a rod set to allow for mass selectivity.

Poutsr RF Ar¡p6€f

Fig. 3.1. Electrode shucture and RF driver for a two dimênsÌonal ion guide system

For a given set ofparamete¡s like RF/DC voltages, RF frequency and elechode dimensions, ions ofa certain

n/z ratio will have stable trajettories and baverse the rod structüe en route to a detector. Ions with a different
m./z ¡atio will however have unstable tajectories and collide with the electrodes thereby effectively being
removed from the system.

The ion ûap could be considered as a "solid ofrevolution" ofthe mass filter (Todd 1991). That is, if
one takes the two-dimensional cross section ofthe filter (Fig. 3.l) and rotates it about the y-axis, one gets

effectively hyperboloids ofrevolution forming the ring and end caps ofthe ion trap. Adopting a similar
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configu¡ation, it is easy to see that on rotation, one rod set forms the ring while the other set forms the two
endcaps. A common mode of ion tIaP operation is when the RF/DC potentials are applied on the ring electrode

with both the endcaps held at ground potential (Todd 1979). The operating principle is once again based on ion
trajectory. Ions \vith stable trajectories remain trapped indefrnitely (icleally) while ions with u¡stable trajectories
collide with the electrodes after a couple ofoscillations. Ion motion for both the above mentioned RFe devices
a¡e derived &om similar mathematical teahnents. This section provides an inhoduction to RFe device theory
and explore the origins ofthe myriad ofdevice uses.

The CPTMS cunently employs a modified @C gadient), gas filled version of the linear quadrupole in
the cooler and a gas filled R-FQ trap as a buncher/cooler. A linear hap is also sinrated in the last section ofthe
cooler. The theory discussed below (section 3.l) will pertain to ion motion in a standa¡d RFe ion guide/hap.

3.1. Theory-2 Dimensionøl RFQ lon Gaíde,

A quadrupolar field ofpotential þ in Cartesian co-ordinates is given by:

ø (x, y, 4 = ø. /2h,) (Ax, + af + yl¡ (3.1)

where 0o is a constant and r" is a physical dimension pertaining to the field gene¡ating elechode configuration.

The constants 1,, 6 and 1 are determined by the natwe ofthe field. The const¡aint is imposed by the mandatory
compliance with Laplace's equation, which yields:

f ø = føn.tl 0" + 6+ ¡=s (3.2)

This hanslates to the non-hivial condition:

7 + ø+ 7'= g (3.9)

Consider a two dimensional field which is z independent. This is attained by setting ¡0 and Laplace,s equation
dictates that l':o. This condition can be satisfied by the following potential configuation where a DC volrage
u and an oscillating radio-frequency voltage vocosot are applied on elechodes (fig 3.1). The RF voltage is
applied on the elechodes such that one set ofopposing rods is in phase with the other set anti -phased. This
potential is given by:

þ (x, y) = ((u-V¿coso) Dr,) e - f) (3.4)

The equations of motion can be attaine d from F, = -qWã, F" = -q@et, heme:

x',+ (qmro2) (tJ-ycostt) x = 0

y"- ((nr") (J-Ycosrù) y = 6

z"= 0 (3 5)

These equations can be parameterized using the following:

a,= a, = 4qfJ/ mro2dÍ

Q,= qy = 2qY/ mro2!Í

tt= € (3.6)

This enables equation 3.5 to be rewritten as

dxld( + ¡a,-Zqpos2þx=0
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dy/d( -þr-2qços28y=0 (3.2)

Equation 3.7 is the canonical Mafhieu equation (Todd 1991) from which the solutions fo¡ motion are obtained.

Basically the solutions are classified as stable or unstable d.epending on the ion trajectory. The ion hajectories

develop in time. Certain trajectories have initial (F0) stability but instability will set in with time spent in the

RF field. The onset ofinstability occws when the amplitude ofion oscillation stats increasing. There will come

al instant when the amplitude reaches the cha¡acteristic dimension ro at which time the ions collide with the

eleckode and a¡e ¡emoved from the system. This trajectory development is dírectly dependent on the time spent

in the RF field' This is, in tum, dependent on the rod struchue length, frequency ofion oscillation and the axial

i.qiection energy. A long rod stuctule provides an increased path length for the different n/z ions to develop

varying exit trajectories. The numbe¡ ofoscillation cycles within the structùe also provides effective trajectory

development. The axial injection energy determines how long the ions spend in the RF field; thus ions are

nonnally injected with low axial energies. The factors described above detemrine apparatus resolution. That is,

the ability ofthe apparatus to differentiate between different m,/z ions simply by transmission ofone species

while the other species is filtered out. The analytical solution to Mathieu's equation can be expressed in a form:

u(8 : ada Z, c2,,e't'1 + Be-uç , c2&'2inê (3.s)

wherea=¿yandsumnrangesfrom*coto-@.TheconstantsAandBaredeterminedfromtheinitial

conditions. A physical solution should correspond to í being finite as (-+o. This boundary condition
determines the various types ofsolutions:

o p being real causes unconditional instability due to the eÉ or e 'É facto¡s,

o p = lp being purely complex enables a stâble oscillating solution (u finite as É-+o).
r p = irn where m is an integer gives a periodic solution but not bound indefi¡ritely, These are classified as

Mathíeufunction of inlegral order (Davrson 1976). These provide the limits for stability, as time development

will ultimately render initially srable solutions unstable. Thus we can límit B to non-integer values for
unconditional stability.

u(g = AU,c2* O,+þ)ië + Bt c2ß-en+øtë (3.g)

Equation 3.9 shows that the ion motion is composed of discrete frequency components (2n + B). This can be

rewritten in a mor€ obvious form:

(at=(2n+ p)€

¡¿, = (2n + þ)t/2 (3,10)

where ll is the frequency ofthe applied RF field, the frrndamental RF frequency. conside¡ the fi¡st few
fiequency components forn=-2, -1,0, 1,2. This gives components of (gqA (-øqA e+ß/2)t¿ (2-g2)O
and (2+fl2)onorder ofincreasing &equency for an operating point 0 < B < 1. The motion is thus composed of
a low frequency "seculai' componenl superimposed upon whic¡ is a higb frequency ripple (,hicromotion ,)

(Fig. 3'2). The dominant secular component is that ofn = 0, h€nce it is termed, the fundamental secula¡

frequency. For the two axes ofmotion under consideration, we can expect separate values of p for the x and y
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axes' px and By. Hence the motion is a complex combination of secular and micro motioDs in both axes.

Calculations relate p to the ø and q parameters in the approxim ate form g = f,a + G/2)lk .

0.08

0.06

0.0{

0.02

q.00

-0.02

-0.01

.0.06

-0.08

-0.10

' Fig,3,2. lon motion showing tho secular and micromotion components

For our discussion, this approximation should sufÍice. Keeping in mind that the unconditionally stable regions

of interest are bounded by integer values of p due to the abovementioned Mathieu function of integral order, the

stabitity region can be sketched (Fig. 3.3a). consider thélr.rr stability region bounded by the p = 0 and B = l.
Now we invert this to attain a similar region for the x-axis (differs by a factor of-l). The overlap defures the

region stable in åofl¡ in x and y which thus defrnes the operating region for successful confinement (Fig. 3.3b).
Higher regions ofstability also exist but most mass filter operation is confined to the frst stability region where
the overlap is the greatest.

È

Fig. 3,3a. Slability regions for ûìe 2-d¡mensional RFe ion guide
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Fig. 3.3b. Fkst stability regions for the 2{imensional RFe ion guide

Mass filter ope¡ation relies on ion motion discrimination with respect to m./z ratio. The idea is to pass

ions ofa particular m./z through the analyzer while preventing all others from ¡eaching the detector. From the

stability diagram, it should be noted that for effective mass filter operation, the operation point must be selected

such that ideally ions with only a part icular m,/z are transmitted. This ideal operating point is the apex ofthe
stability zone. In reality, mass filter ope¡ation is based on s etling a constalit a/q (U/Ð ratio that determines the
operating line. The steeper the operati¡g line, the smaller the range ofmasses transmitted. lnc¡eased resolution

is possible by making the operating line (mass scan) cut the stability region very close to lhe apex. An
inter€sting application is to set ¿ = 0. Ions over a large m./z range are traDsmitted; this mode ofoperation is

classifÎed as an ion guide. A separate section is dedicated to RFQ device operation. Here the different methocls

ofoperation will be examined in greater detail,

Rjng Elôcbodo

/-r=':¡\@
Fig. 3.4. Elecfode structuro ofthe RFe Trap,
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3,2, Theory-3 Dímensional RFQ lon Trap.

Radio Frequency Quadrupole Ion Trap theory isjust a simple extension ofthat described for the mass

filter. I¡ this case we have tfuee-dimensional confmement in the ¡ and z-axis. A tbree-dimensional quadrupole

field is attained by settngì,' = c = -12 n equation 3.3. This field configuration can be realiz€d with the

elechode structure shown Fig. 3.4. The dimensional constra trltbeiagroz :22o2. The application of a DC voltage

U and an altemating RF voltâge ofvcosç)t between the end caps and the ring electrode yields a potential in the

enclosed region of:

þ (x, y,4 = (u-Yposrþ /2r.) (i + )/ - 2¿)

or in cylindrical coordinates (due to azimuthal rotational sFnmetry):

(3.11)

For the perfect quadrupore ,,", ":?,#:r::'r::x':':1,!("-"111^n",,of motion .JT,"*,r* 
'"shaightforward manner from evaluaring Fr = -qô{ã nd F" = -qflà. This yields:

rï+ (qmro2) (lJ-Vcos!à) r = Q
'2"-2( 

(mr.') (U-Ycos!à) z = 0

Using a similar parameterization as €quation 3.6

a,= -2q= 'ïqV/ nro2 lf
q"= -2q, = 4qY/ nr"'d

tr=2€
yiekls the canonical Mathieu equation:

êtla( + ¡a, - Zq,cos2Ç, ) u = 0

where u can be r or z. The computation so far has been very similar to the 2-D mass filter case.

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

Fig. 3.5. Stability diagram for lhe 3dimensional RFe Trap
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The solution is still given by equation 3.9, where the motion consists ofa sum ofoscillation frequencies. The

stability diagram is slightly different because there is a factor of2 between the a and b parameters for the r and

z-axis. The stability diagram is shown in figure 3.5.

The operating line a/b or U/2V determines the ions with m,/z ratios that adopt stable hajectories and thus

¡emain confured within the hap enclosure. By increasing the slope ofthe operating line, a narrow r arge of nJz

can be successfully stored, a criterion for high resolution. Operation along the a = 0 line enables the RFe trap to

act like an universal ion store, where ions ove¡ a wide m./z range are stored in the trap (Stafford 19g4). This

mode of operation is widely used, as no Dc component is re4uired. The uses range from a simple ion storage

device to a chemical reaction chamber with "post reaction" mass spectrometer capability (Todd 1999). Recent

advances in ion t¡ap technology have pushed the RFQ trap to a favorable position amongst mass spectromehic

devices. The ability to sto¡e ions for a definite period oftime provides a suitable coupling to pulsed ion sources.

A continuous ion beam can be converted to a pulsed nafure tbrough a RFQ ion hap interface. It is common to

find comPlete mass spechomeaic (MS) systems compos€d ofconsecutive stages ofion guides and ion traps.

3.3 RFQdevices ín the CPTMS

The role ofRFQ devices in the CPTMS system is tailored to\yards effective on-line beam tansport as

well as ion accumulation/cooling. The diverse use of RFe devices can itselfbe seen in just this one

exPerimental set-up (Fig. 3,6). At the head ofthe on-line configuration, there exists a RF firnnel gas catcher for
stopping highly energetic radioactive ions in a buffer gas (Helium). The high ionization energy ofhelium
ensures that gas-ion collisions do not result in charge neutalization ofthe ions from stripped elechons. The

large gas catcher enhance aperture provides an appreciable acceptance to the largely divergent product ion

trajectory. The RF funnel provides a shong focusing force that directs the ions a\ryay from the walls ofthe
shuctu¡e, The Helium gas flow draws the ions towa¡ds the exit aperture and into an ion guirle. The fiunel thus

provides an interface between a large acceptance ofth€ gas catcher a¡d the much smaller acceptance ofthe ion
guide.

S€gmerÈd RF Furd

Fig. 3.6. RFQ deviæs in the CpTMS system
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The ion guide is sepented into three sections where one section can be operated as a mass filter. The last or
thi¡d section is configured as a linear "elongated" hap. Here the ions æe collected and ate pulsed at a user-

defned rate to the CPTMS. Inasmuch as this device incorpolates some unconventional feahnes, a mo¡e detailed

description will folloìv on the gas catcher/ion guide system in Chapter 5. Th€ present discussion will be

reshicted to the operation ofthe R-FQ Paul trap as an ion accumulator/cooler in the cprMs system.

The precision mass measuement time period (around lsecond) introduces the need for a device to

accumulate ions until the precision trap is ready to accept the next bunch. The ion source pulsing rate is

normally higher (approx. 20IIz) than the measwement cycling rate ofthe precision hap, Efficiency dictates that
a method must be in place to ensure that the ions produced during the "closed" portion ofthe mass

measurement cycle (paÍ ofthe measüement cycle where the precision hap is not able to accept incoming ions)
can be contained u¡til such a time that the precision tap is ready for the next injection sequence (Fig. 3.7). The
RFQ trap fills the role of a temporary ion sto¡e ìvith ease (Franzen I 996). The ion source pulsing at 20IIz can

now be effectively coupled to any post apparatus say having a cyclic rate of lHz. Multiple ion bunches can now
be collected during rhe wait dictated by lhe mass measu¡ement process. The inclusion ofa small amou¡t of
buffer gas "cools" the collected ions though nurnerous energy moderating ion-atom collisions. These collisions
remove energy ftom the ions so that they settle towa¡ds the bottom ofthe trapping potential (Savard 1997). The

accumulated ions form a "new" bunch with energies very different from that duing injection, This new bunch
can then be ejected with an energy/time spread tailored to suit the acceptance ofthe post âppa¡atus. To the post
apparatus, the RFQ trap appears as an "ion sowce" delivering an ion beam that is suited to its requir€ments both
in cyclic rate as well as energy/time dishibution. The enerry/time spread on ejection is normally,,modified', in
flight using a "pulsed cavif'. The pulse is normally a rapidly changing arbihary high-voltage waveform (see

Chapter 6.4 and 6.5).

E:::-l

RFQ

Trap

Fig. 3.7. The RFQ Paul bap being an effeclive inlerface between the different 'duty cycles" of the ion
source and üìe post apparatus

In the CPTMS system, the ions must be injected into the RFe @aul) nap from an extemal soüce.
Conditions are set fo¡ efficient captue and subsequent confinement ofthese ions. In principle some method
must be devised to convert the largely axial motion ofthe ions into a trajectory that is a bound orbit within the
ÍaP enclosure (Savard 2000). The first criterion would be to remove as much ofthe axial energy as possible so
that the confining potential can take effect. The next point ofconsideration (ofcou¡se linked to the criterion

Posl

Appâmtus
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stated) is to ensure that the phase space coordínates (4 r) ofthe incoming ions are matched to those ofthe hap

acceptance (Todd 1980). This process is ftfher complicated by the fact that the rapidly changing RF field does

not allow for a constant acceptance in time. Therefore injection timing now becomes critical. The ion injection

must be timed in such a way that a majority ofthe ions can have favorable initial phase space coordinates that

can be mapped to match the Íap accepta¡ce at that instant (Sec. 3.3). The capture process is one in which the

motion is damped. Ion entering the hap are subjected to a læge retarding potential (-100Ð at the tÌap exit plate

endcap (Fig. 3.9). This retardation provides suflìcient time for the damping nature oflhe buffer gas to take

effect. The ions rapidly transfer energ)¡ to the much lighter buffer gas atoms and settle into a small region at the

Íap center (Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.8. lon motion in an RFe trap ¡n the presencs of a buffer gas.

The tirning is crucial only during the ion entry, before the cooling has taken effect. lons injected under

unfavo¡able conditions will immediately take on unstable tajectories and be lost to "electrode collision,' before

the cooling can be effective. Once cooled, the ions take on stable tajectodes in the form of small o¡bits about

the tap center and can be confined for an extended period of time with essentially no loss. The accumulation of
multiple bunches is a prerequisite ofthe experimental set-up. The above-mentioned difference ofcycling rate

between lhe ion source and the precision measurement system demands the collection ofmultiple ion bunches

in the RFQ tap' This is done with relative ease as the al¡eady cooled ions now r€side at the bottom ofthe
trapping potential, unaffected by the large voltage pulse applied on the exit endcap to r€tard ths next incoming

bunch' The storage period can be anywhere from milliseconds to a few seconds, after which, the ions are

ejected as a bunch to post apparatus.

The ejection process also requires certain considerations (Waldren t979). The goal is to extact the
majority ofthe stored ions as a bunch with minimal energy spread. Tedporal sp¡ead can be relaxed as the post

apparatus can accommodate time spreads ofa couple ofmicroseconds. The ejection is executed by a
simultaneous 'þulse ou! suck-ouf' technique (waldren 1979a). In this process, a positive going pulse is

applied on the endcap flrfthest Êom the exit aperture while a negative going pulse is applied at the endcap with

E

* o.oo
3

z motlon forlons belng cooled ln ¡ pôulTraÞ
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3.4, Phøse Space Methods

The concepts ofphase space dynamics regularly used in accelerator design (Baril l9Z4) were employed

to elucidate ion motion in RFQ devices in the early 1980's. The principle is to use position (a) and velocity (z)
(or momentum) coordinates to fully characterize ion motion within the confines ofthe device in question. The

4 u 'dimensions are paficularly useful during the modeling of ion tansfer from one device to another.

Accelerator Physics routinely involves beam hansfer bet\.veen separate devices like ion source, magnetic
quadrupole lens systems, sleering magnets and last but not leasl the experimental chamber.

Fig 3.10. Apparatus acceptance shown by the solid ellipse while the shaded region indicates lhe
incoming beam emiftance. ln lhis case we can expect 100% hansmisõion for this
dimension.

The notion ofbeam emittance and acceptance is of prime concem as the goal is to attain 100% tansmission
between the different devices. This is done by ensuring that the beam emmitanc€ (outgoing cha.racter) ofa
particular section matches the acceptance (incoming character) ofthe next section. The beam

emittance/apparatus acceptance is normally displayed as an area in the u, n' axes. The points within this area

denotes all the possible combinations of(r, z) for an ion beam under certain device conditions. The overlap
between the emmilance/acceptance signifies the transmission efficiency between the two sections (Fig. 3.10).
Without going into too much detail, a short discussion on phase space applications in the RFe hap is warranted
before any analysis on optimum conditions for the ion injection/ejection processes can be discussed.

The solution for the Mathieu equations ofmotions yields a relationship between the position
(displacement) ø and its simultâneous velocity n' for a given phase ofthe RF potential fiekl, This ¡elationship
has an elliptical form (similar to the phase space relationshíp for a simple harmonic oscillator) given as (Todd
1991):

Itl+ 2,4uu'+ Bu'2 = e (3.16)

The coefücients A, B and f are dependent on the RF phase 1 ancr deten:rine the orientation ofthe ellipse
accotding to:

tan20 = -2A/B -l (3,14
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\Yith the constraint Bf - A2 = 1 which preserves the area ofthe ellipse for all phases. Thus r e have a family of
ellipses rvith the same area but rotated about the center. As the phase ofthe RF drive (ry) changes, the phase-

space ellipse rotates, always retuming to the same o¡ientation as the phase angle is repeated @ig. 3.1l). The

'þhase angle" {. refers to the canonical time variable in lhe Mathieu equation 3.15. The relationship between q,

and y is given as follows:

\= (ylz - nlz). (3.18)

The boundary ofthe ellipse denotes lhe (4 a) coordinates that defines the limits of søbility, Ion with phase

coordinates outside the ellipse will not be trapped while those with coordinates on the boundary or within the

area enclosed will possess trajectories conducive to happing, It is instructive to observe that during the phase

dependent rotation, the ellipse do not always present the same tole¡ances for the acceptable Ân and Ân,.

Fig. 3.11. An example of r-dimensÌon phase space for a particular (a, q) operating point

The operating points (a, Ð determine e which in tum is a measure ofthe phase-space area available for
happing. A suitable phase would be one that presents an appreciable range ofacceptance for both a and r'
(Waklren 1979). Stability should be defined simultaneously for r and z - axes. Thus we can expect two phase-

space ellipses, one for each degree offreedom. Ions should have phase-space coordinates that lie on o¡ within
both the respective ellipses to be Íapped effectively.

The process of extemal ion injection is a complicated process whereby ions originating from a¡ extemal

ion source are manipulated towards being trapped in the RFQ. These ions approach th€ trap enhance apertùe
lvith a collection of (4 z ) which must match the frap acceptance. The hap acceptance is dvnamic. as the phase-

space ellipse rotates with the rapidly evolving RF phase. The injection must be timed at a favorable RF phase so

lhat the majority ofthe ions on entry have phase space coordinates that lie within the rap acceptance ellipse at a
particular instant. This implies that the ions must be bu¡ched in time. A wide temporal distributio¡ will result in
some ions entering the ûap at an u¡favorable phase and capture efficiency will be compromised. The
accelerating fìeld can be specifically tailored to ensu¡e an adequately time-bunched beam prior to injection. The
incoming ions would need to have their phase-space "modified" before a suitable match ûo the Íap acceptance

can be attained. The mapping can be done by applying a large positive pulse (capture purse) over a specific time
period on the exit endcap, which retards the ions as they pass tbrough the trap. In this way the instantaneous
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phase-space coordinates are changed to match the trap acceptance (Savard 1997). Other methods have been
proposed to improve injection efficiency; one ofthese involves pulsing the RF field. Úr this process the RF is
tumed on only after the ions a¡e in the trap (Kishore 1976, Todd 1999). In this instance, the trap acceptance

ceases to be dynamic during ion entry, howeve¡ the ions must possess specific (4 a) during field h:m on. This
requLes that the ions have displacement and velocity components within the phase-space ellipses (both in r and
z dimensions) ofthe respective phase during field activation. As an example consider ions ofco¡stant axial
velocity zo', ente¡ing the trap. The phase-space ellipse enfo¡ces that for effective trapping; the RF field must be
tumed on at this Þarticular Þhase at a time tD such that the ions are in the region between z1 an d a @ig.3.r2).

Fig. 3.i2. Considerations for,pulsed RF, iniection.

To keep the discussion simple we take (r, r) as (0, 0), that is, a purery axial beam with zero emittance. This
puts the complete ion beam at the center ofthe r phase ellipse thereby fulfilling the / acceptance requirement.

The requirement of a pulsed sinusoidal RF field ofseveral kilovolts with a fall time of l00ns for proper
phase syncbronization is not trivial; hence this technique has practical limitations for the common sinusoidally
clriven RFQ traps' The tryrIF Direct Drive system incorporated into the cpr MS however, offers the
oppo¡tunity for pulsed RF during the injection process (Chapter 6.2).

Ion ejection simply involves synchronizing the ejection at a particular phase so that the majority ofthe
ions have favo¡able tsajectories to exit the trap via the €xit apertule, A suitable phase for ejection is where the
radial ion velocities are di¡ected towards the trap center (Fig. 3.11. (-zrl4). Thus on application ofan axial fo¡ce
(ejection Pulses), the resultant ion trajectories would be dírected towards the exit aperh¡re, An urfavorable
ejection phase (Fig. 3.1l. 6=3n74¡ ¡ r"Oere the ion velocities are directed alvay from the trap center and the
resultant tajectory during ejection would be directed towards the electrodes leading to imminent ion loss (Fíg
3.13).
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Fig. 3 13 The crítical nature of ejection timing. (A) shows an unfavorable phase for ejection where
Ìon velocities are directed away from the trap center, thereby lead¡ng to ion loss on
application of an ejection impulse from th6 lefr. (B) shows good ejection tjming. Here ions
have velociües dilected towards the trap center and therefore would have traþctories
directed towards the exit aperture on application ofa similar ejection impulse

The oscillating nature ofthe RF field could be tumed offor kept constant during ejection. The RF pulser is

designed specifically for this purpose. The two states ofRF "state lock" give confirmation to the above

discussion The HIGH lock slate is more "ejection efficient'' as with the ring held at approximately 150V. Here

the ions would have velocities dùected away from the ring and hence towards the trap center. A LOW lock state

puts the ring at -150V, here ions are drawn towards the ring and therefore have velocities directed away from
the ring leading to ion loss during ejection.
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4. The Penning Trap

The Penning Trap is another variant ofthe "ion trap". The ion conflnement in this instance is achieved

through the use ofa \ryeak electrostatic field and a strong magnetic field. The confinement principle can be

considered to be two-fold. The sbong magnetic field confines the ions radially through cyclotron motion, \ryhile the
elechostatic field provides the axial confnement. The electÍode structure ofthe Penning Trap is similar to that
described for the RFQ Trap. A ri¡g together with two endcap elecÍodes defmes the quadrupolar electrostatic field.
A large superconducting magnet provides the strong, highly homogeneous magnetic field.

Fig, 4.1. Cross sectìon ofthe Penning Trap (Fukutani 2000)

4.1, Theory

The ideal electostatic happing potential is given by:

v(,,ò=+þ", *þ: -,,)). (41)

I is the potential between the ring and the endcap electrodes. The electrodes a¡e all hyperboloids ofrevolution

extending ideally to infinity with the rel ation r. = Jlz. , As an example, consider the penning tap being operated

as a "10V" trap' The endcaps are biased at 6V while the ring electrode sits at -4V. The potential distribution
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exhibiting cylindrical symmety is shown nfrg.4.2.It should be noted that the potential lì,ell depth is 5V, contrary
to the term "l0V trap". The trap dimensions used in the compuüation are /o =l.l 6cm and zo= l.00cm, the
dimensions ofthe CPT Penning trap. We will assume ideal conditions even for a truncated trap (cor¡ection

electrodes produces a f¡eld close to the ideal quadrupole).

Fig. 4.2. Potential disÍ¡bution for a "10\iP tfap

The effective trapping potential depth in this instance is approximately 5V.

Consider a homogeneous magnetic field B directed in the axial direction. Ions will develop a circular path

about the field direction called cyclotron motion. The cyclohon frequency roo is given by the well-known
expression:

@" =g! øl1
m

The cyclotron motion constitutes radial confinement, Confnement in the axial direction is attained through the
elechostatic potential well mentioned above. Ions having axial energies less than the potential well depth will be
bapped. Therefore for ions entering the above bap, their inciclent axial energies must be less than 5eV for effective
confinement to occur. The equation ofmotion is determined by the combination ofthe magnetic and electric fields.
To facilitate computation €ase, a characteristic hap dimension d is defined as:

n =i(,,.*) (43)

Equation I now can be rew¡itten as:

,r,,,t=þ(,, _]) $4)
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The elechic fields directed along the ¿ r directions given by:

-AVV^¡1. --_=_----!-rtôz d2"

^ôVV^z,=- * =__-=rr

The forces due to the electric field alon e are Fe ¡ = qE ¡ ,hence

r! =-sLz' -d'¿

F: =ø 
V'-,

' '2d'
The magnetic force is only in the radial direction

F: = qþ"Ft) s.7,t

The axial motion is purely elechic field dependent and the solution is straightforward,

*2*aY,: z=0. (48)d'
This equation is pure simple harmonic with the characteristic oscillation frequency given by:

,'=,8- (4.e)
I md'

The mdial motion is a combination of both electric and magnetic conhibutions.

mf=FÍ+F!

.t =qf "e)-eLi

(4.6)

(4 5)

(4.10)

(4.11a)

(4.11b)

(4.121

It can be noted that the effect ofthe small electric field necessary for ion confrnement introduces a component lhat
"modifies" the tue cyclotron frequency. The equation (4.10) can be rewitten as:

¡ -r-¡ *'!-, =g.'2
The radial motion can be solved by substituting r = e-'d into the above equation to attain:

2a2 -2ø"øt+ø, =0.
The two eigelûequencies are:

r-='"t.EE' 214 2

The two frequelcies constituting radial motion comprise a slo\ rotation, magnehon motion (ro-) and a much mo¡e

rapid rotation in the same sense, modified cyclotron motion (ot. From (4.12):
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O+ +O_ =Aê.
Other relationships between the thee frequencies ofmotion a.re:

(4.13)

(4.14].

(4.15)

The modified cyclot¡on and magnehon motions are dependent on both the electric ancl magnetic fields, while the
true cyclotron frequency is solely dependent on the magnetic fìeld. High precision mass measurement experiments
need hyperstable operating conditions. Superconducting solenoids used in precision NMR spechometers provide
magnetic fields in the 10-50ppb homogeneit¡r over a volume of lcm3. Electric fields in the ppm level are nor easy to
generate' Even with such stable voltages, the tolerances in precision electrode machining will ultimately place
immense requirements on aying to establish a pure quadrupole field in the ppm level over an appreciable volume.
These conside¡ations prompt any precise mass measurem€nt to be made thlough th€ detection ofrhe true cyclotron
frequency alone.

4,2. Rødio-Freq uency Excítat¡on

In order to present a comprehensive discussion on RF excitation modes in the penning Trap, it is requbed

that the fomalism of Brown and Gab¡ielese (1986) is adopted. This for¡nalism introduces two vect ors ù* and ù- ,
mathematically defrred as:

a:
CÙ.(t) =":-2'

al +at| +coj =@z

--i,i^-Y =r-A_zxri

V- =i -a¡*2xí .

(4.16a)

(4.16b)

The terms / and f denote the radial position and velocity vectoß ¡espectively. l+ is the velocity vector ofthe

modified cyclohon motion with respect to the reference frame of the magnehon motion. similarly, l- i. th"
magn€hon velocity as observed from the refe¡ence frame ofthe modified cyclotron motion. The RF excitation is an
auxiliary elechic field applied to the system. The equation ofmotion now becomes:

i' =rr|rt'+LÊ(r,t)
m

In component fonn, the above €quation is written as:

vj =-a*Y; aL6,,

ttì =r,vj +Ln,.

In the dipole excitation mode, the applied electric field is E, = Eo sinaot, E, = 0.lothirmode, the frst order

differential eçation 
" 

fo, ù' ^dt- at"decoupled and the solution is trivial.

(4.17)

(4.r8)

(4.19)
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V' = Ct cosat ¿t ,

vì =crsinoot,

with c, =ad B ^d c" = - .a1 - Q 8,.' cùt " al-ai m "

(4.20a1

(4.20b].

The system energy, after an excitation period of Q," , is given by the Fourier Transform,

'in'(%:q7*\r(a)=-L---l---J (4.21)

tø;a1
\2,./

The'tesonance" condition is easily visible as the amplitude increases when the d¡iving frequency øld approaches

either ú)* or 4)- . The solution in cartesian coordinates is attained tbrough simple vector algebra.

v, = -r,a*sin(a-t)- r-o¡sn(a¡t) (4,22a\

vr=r*ø.cos(a*t)+r-a-cos(aJ) qt.zzn¡

The power absorbe ¿, p = qí.Ê ,by nion moving in a dipole fielcl is therefore,

qEocos(øotþ*a*"os(a*t)+r_dt_cos(ø_r)]. (4.2s)

È o.o

E
-t o.t

Fig. 4.3. Energy absorpt¡on profile for an extemally driven resonating system

A similar treaûnent will be performed for an azimuthal quadrupolar electric field. In this instance the field
components are given b¡

E, =-8,y,
E, = -Eox. (424)

The equation ofmotion for the quadrupole excitation mocle is hence written as,
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Vj =-a,Vî -!-n"y'm'

ùi =-r,vj -#u,* (4.zsbl

To solve the above equations, x andy must first be expressed in terms ofthe velocity vectors, vj na vj

v: -v;
A. - (t)

V: _V:
!-.f-

(!) . - (!)

The equation ofmotion above can thus be written as,

vj =-,,vi +tfu; -v;)
vj =o.vi +t(r; -r;)

k=4 ¿. I
m 'a+-co_

The electric field is oscillating at øo . This makes È an oscillation term, which can conveniently be expressed as

k = k" cosrroot . (4.28)

The solution fo¡ the equations of motion (4.27a,b) canbe written in a general form as

ùn =À'Qþ'''0, (4.2e)

wnere l*(r) consists of slowly varying amplitude functions. To present a comprehensive discussion, a little
algebraic manipulation is necessary. The oscillation term ,t (4.2g) can be written in an exponential form,

k=+(r^n *r-ia"r). (4,a0)2', f

Consider the equation of motion for Vj . From (4.27 a) nd (4.29) attan,

À!"*''! +¡ç¿r¿;e,i.r =-a¡+Aîer,,r +k(v: -v,-) (4.31)

Removing common exponential terms attain,

Ài tiø',ai = -r,AT * ¡r+I"t (Vi -V, ) . (4.32)

The right hand side ofthe above equation can be expanded to yield,

Àj xiro*el =-rorAì ++G^, +e-t.",)xe+w(A:e¡,,1 - A-e-i,J). (4.33)

(4.25a1

$.26a].

(4.26b)

(4.27a)

(4,27b\
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Therefore,

À; +ia.,l; :-a¡*Aj ++("^' a"-t'"rþ-i,.'t ¿*"i't -"-i'.r 1-"-i'-t),

= -o *A; + 
+G'*' + e"',')*(A; - ¿- 

"-t(ø+a-\ ),

=-rJj *+þ^' +e-''"')r(e; -A,e-tt"r), (4.34)

where the relation (D o = a + + o) _ is tJsed. Rearranging terms yields,

À; +iø-,t; =-a*Aj *){ n:G-, +e''d)-¿;þ{,"-a.)r *"-i(øa+a.)t) ). 1+.es.¡

Sirnilarly,

À; -ia-n; =-at-Ar*)( -4G'*' +e-t'"')¡¿*þiu-o.\ *"-i(øa+a")r) ). 1a.ost¡

The above equations (4.35a,b) can be written in a,,telescopic,' fomr.

Ài ua,,ti =-r,Ajx\[e:("^, +e-''t)-A*G,@,-,.)r *"-(,,...)r)f (4.36)

A simi.lar heaunent for the equation ofmotion for Zrt yields,

Àj _iø*dj = -o,Al t+lAj("^, * 
"-t'"r)- 

¿+(Ut(."-,.Y + e+,,+,"v)f

The equations correspond to equation (50) in @ollen 1990)

For very weak RF excitations (Í, small) at driving fiequency close to úro , the motion consists of slowly varying

amplitudes at frequ eîcy - a d - aro plus additional high frequency components of - a d aad * 2ø, . considering

just the low frequency components,

)x = 4co*Al -, rti Ø+ ?,qï ri(a"-o.)t,

Ài = +ì a, A', - ø,A! Q) 7 tz ¿, s'@ -,.\

The solution fo¡ the above equations is given as,

n, - o rr,( 
rb,, 

r-*î) 
* o r"(** 

r-i)

n- = orr{*' "-) * o rr'(-7*'-)
The x dimension motion for Z* and Z- is thus attained from equation (4.29),

(4.37)

(4,38)

(4.3e)

(4.40)

(4.41].
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r, ; = o,"'((*.?)'. -.î) * o,r{(* 
-?)'.' -i)

,; = o,r- {(- 
-7)' - -) 

* o,,{(-'' 
-7)' * 

)

Exploring a special case where dt = tø,z:Ir¡frodrces a simple but interesting solution that is shown below,

v ; = o 

"'((*\)'.' 
-.î) 

* o'"'(('.-t)"'' 
-î)'

y, n r-,t r,.,-.1( r{*'.î) * r-,(1'.;))t")'
v :G,= o,) q ei(e-*'., *t(+, . i),

and similarly

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4 44\

(4,45)

(4,47)

V ç,=",¡ æ et(ø--' -'' *t(? ì
The graph' fig. 4'4, illustrates the inte¡esting points about the motion. A "beat pattern" is observed indicating the
conversion ofmagnehon (l¡) to cyclohon (l¡) motion and vice ve¡sa. The conversion period is given as,

^1'r.--,- = E' þ'481

The driving frequen cy at o) d = a + + ú)- th€refore effectively couples the radial magneüon and cyclotron motion,

conver¡ing one comÞletelv into the ^ t 3n bn +t\tr
omernatrme t"*,= rr,E".T. Tbe applied RF electric field

shength and the excitation period de¡ermine the .,extent of conversion,,, where,

r*."=B#'';:'-,.
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a

Radians

Fig. 4.4. Cyclìcal conversion mechanism of coupled magnebon and cycloûon motion. The ptot is for a fictjtious ion lhat
compleles 10 cyclotron orbits before completely converting to pure magnetron motion. The reader ¡s adv¡sed that
lhe cyclotron motion, in reality, ¡s much more rapid.

The system radial energy is given b¡

with

E,(a)æ,rrúgà (4.48)

Ia¡t=i

From the relations (4.47 and 4.48) above it is instructive to note that for any 7or , there exists more than one

particular value for the RF amplitude Z, tlat enables complete conversion ofthe initial magnetron motion to

cyclotron motion. The conversion is cyclical, in thal slowly increasing the applied RF field streDgth will bring about

the conve¡sion in distinct cycles. Enelgy profiles for various applied RF field strengths for a given 7o" are plotted

in figure 4.5. The four figures show different RF field st¡engths stated as a ratio to the fiekl shength that achieves

complete conversion. It could also be noted that ø_ (( ú)* , hence 0)* È (D¿ t

> T*n ,Vo= Corstant (4.47a)

This is helpflrl in scalíng the RF excitâtion amplitude for different excitation times.

(4.4e)-rrr-(i)
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Fig. 4.5. Cyclohon energy variation wih applied RF field sbength. The RF excitation amptitude is stated on the top right hand
comer as a ratio to the amplitude for complete mnversion.
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4,3. TOF Detection

The energy absorbed during RF excitation is implicitly the "measurable" quantity. Detecting the induced

image currents due to the circulating charged particles in a Penning Trap is a means whereby mass measurements to
l0'r0 precision are attained on ce¡tain light masses (Comell 1989). This method was not adopted in the CpTMS as

"high precision" with th€ image current m€thod can only result after really long detection times. This long
m€asu-rement period is contrary to the 'þrompf' processes required for the mass measu¡ement ofnuclei far from
stability.

UPon ejection, the cyclotron radial energy gained during resonance excitation is converted to axial energy,

which is then detected in the arrival times of the ions at the detecto¡. This conversion is attained when the ions

traverse a region of inhomogeneous magnetic field du¡i¡g the exit process (Gräff 1980, Bloch 1953). The spechum

is traced by sequentially exciting at about 40 different frequencies centered on the ion resonant frequency. At the

resonant frequency, the ions gain the most ene¡gy, and on ejection the resonantly gained energy sholvs up as a much
shorter time of flight (Fig 4.6). The presence ofside peaks or "sidebands" is due to the Fourier decomposition ofthe
constant amplitude RF wavefomr applied for a short excitation time period,

sina.oto)r'F =ia,sna4t+ib^"osat^t (4.s0)
n=0 n=0

Simply stated, even when the applied frequency is 49! at the resonant frequency, a small component ofthe resonant

frequency is present in the applied wavefonn. This shows up as small "TOF dips" situated about the cenhal peak.

?80

260

G
.a 2¡0

P
270

200

t80

Resolution is conveniently defined as the FWHM ofthe TOF profile. The FWHM is given by,

FWHM -O'89 .

TRI,
(4.51)

Fig,4.6. 200ms oc excilation TOF spectra for tszAu

The resolution is therefore given as,
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4.4, Atomic Mass Determinølìon

The quantity determined is the cyclotron resonance frequency ofthe happed ion species. This is a function of
the ion charge I as ÌYell as the magnetic field B. It is an exhemely complex process to detemrine the magnetic field
to l0e precision. Because the field shength changes with time (- l0-E/h) a direct determination ofthe mass Aom the

field strength is difücult ifnot impossible. Instead the frequency association with a calibration or reference ion

species (equal charge) allows an ion frequency ratio R=vfv*, to be deteÍnined, The experimental atomic mass n
can be attained with the reference atomic mass nær.and the appropriate corection for the eleckon mass m".

14.53)

The elechon binding energy in the order ofa few elechon volts may be neglected at the precision attained he¡e. A
point to note is that with the progress ofPenning Trap mass measurements in lhe last decade, an upper limit
precision of500eV is readily attainable. An optimistic prediction would entail elechon binding energies to be of
consequence in the next few years, as much higher precision (10-rI - 10-12¡ measu-rements become a reality.

4.5, Ion Manìpuløtìon ín Penning Trøp

Ion capnue and ejection rvith the Penning Trap are vital processes in the overall mass measurement scheme. As

elaborated in the instance ofthe RI'Q tap, efücient conditions must be set for the ions to enter and leave the trap

vicinity. The caphüe and ejection methods for the Penning trap bear some similarities to those aLready described for
the RFQ tap. The presence ofcorection electrodes near the entrance and exit apertures requires some artded

conside¡ation.

tqh ¡dd ÉEqy loßs-r'dtêppd

. -------------->

,,=*.@-, -m")+m"

ag I

Ë'j.J
(A) CåÉ¡e (S) Trâp ¡ldÌld

Fig. 4.8. potential profiles for penning Trap câpturô process

The ions aniving at the Penning Trap æe "cool" bunches from prior processes in the RFe Trap (see Cåøp. 3

and Chap.Q.T}'e capture process requires no energy loss ofthe incoming ion bunch. This is in contrast to the RFe
Trap capture Proc€ss where the inclusion ofa buffer gas aids capture tbrough energy moderating collisions between

incoming ions and buffer gas atoms. For capture \ryithout energy loss, the incident ions must have axial energies less

frspp€d bß

. .1._

i.'ry
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than the potential well dePth. Excessive axial ene¡gies lvill cause the ions tojust skip over the hap. Thus the trap can

only be open for a time span not exceeding the period ofone at, oscillation (axial). In the insønce ofAu ions with a

ø, frequency ofaround 40kllz, the capture period is approximately 25¡rs. The captwe principle basically involves

"opening" the trap and "closing" it before the ions have an opportunity to be reflected out. Specific negative ¡ow

voltage pulses are coupled to the enhance endcap and bottom coÍection electrode to allotv ions into the trap. These

voltages are removed after the capture period and the trapping potential rehrms to nomral. The captured ion bunch is

subsequently "cleaned" by removing those ions orbiting near the top ofthe trapping potential due to above average

axial energies. This was originally achieved by pulsing the top correction tube so as to provide an exit path for the

high-energy ions. The limited success ofthis method prompted ttìe implementation ofthe "potential shallowing',

technique, discussed in detail in chapter 6.7,

Ion ejection from the Penning Trap is achieved by "opening" the trap on the exit side. This allows the ions to

slowly drift out. No large impulses are applied to the ions as only a slow drift across the inhomogeneous magnetic

field can ensure complete conversion ofthe cyclotron energy to axial energy. Once again low voltage negative

pulses are coupled to the exit endcap and top correction elechode. The ejection time period is not critical as long as

the potentials are rehrrned to nonral after all the ions have exited the trap vicinity. Any premature ..closing" ofthe
tlap might give hailing ions an extra impulse that will distort TOF information.

(4 frÇ Norid

Fig, 4.9. Potential profile during the penning Trap ejeclion proæss
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5 The CPT Mass Spectrometer

The CPT Mass Spectrometer is a system comprising various ion collection/ha¡sport devices. The

"novel" elements are the ion collection devic€s and the precision mass measwement peming Trap. A 5.97
superconducting magnet is used to provide a bighly homogeneous field. A simplified overview ofthe CpT
MS is shown below. The operation can be clearly categorized into "laser desorption', and ,,gas coolef,
operation. The inhinsic difference between these two modes is the nature ofthe ion source. A laser is used

lo ionize stable atoms from a target. "Gas coole/' involves the transfer ofexotic ions created during online

accelerator operation or stable ions created from gaseous ionization within the gas cooler. A full
description will be first made ofthe "laser ionizâtion" set-up and a briefoverview given for the gas cooler

system.

tot o** ttto 

--i__ 

ro, ,*on

ssT suÌerænducrns 

-Æ $ffi-,.,,*,,.0
I l- r* rube snd rm opÍcs

L_l
Ehergy Bunchng Cavñy ------------I

I- É- RFq &¡ncher/cooter Trep

ùnTubeandlonoÉcs 

-I
tâs8r Pubes \

ì\ brùsronchanber

I Targ€t I

lH#l
Fig. 5.1. Main Elements of the CpT MS System

5,1 Generøl Set-Up

The Iaser ionization system consists ofa yAG laser, operated in pulsed node, and a configu.ration of
minors and prisms that di¡ects the beam onto the target plat€. This plate holds three sample discs and an
aperture, which allows fo¡ ion ha¡sfer from the cooler during online operation. A polarizer is included in
the beam path to allow for intensity contol. The entire beam path is shielded to avoid unwanted exposu¡e
to the human eye. Pulsed ionization is required as the RFe buncher tap has periods of ,,closed' cycle
(pulsed injection mode). continuous raser operation will not be efficient with regards to RFe trap
collection efficiency.
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Fig. 5.2. The Comptete CPTMS
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Three extraction or "acceleration" plates set at a negative voltage ensure that the ions deso¡bed from the
target material leave the vicinity ofthe target holder. A system oflenses and steering plates allows for
deflection and focusing control ofthe resulting ion beam. The ion beam is directed towards the entrance

aperture ofthe RFQ hap, which is used as an ion bunche¡/cooler. A deceleration elecfiode is employedjüst
before the RFQ trap entrance aperture to allow for effective capture.

The RFQ ûap has been elaborated in previous sections. Its primary use is to collect and cool the ions
prior to injection into the precision Penning Íap. Effective capture and subsequent ejection processes are

crucial to ensu¡e t¡ansfer efficiency. This is of great signifìcance during online acceletator operation with
low yield exotic species. The elecFode structure is as shown in figure 3.4, with critical hap dimensions

r.=1 l6cm and z"=l.Ocm. The enfance and exit apertures are 0.6cm each. A gas inlet is provided for filling
the hap with buffer gas. Normal operation involves He gas at a pressue of approximately lxl0-5 ton within
lhe trap enclosure. The RFQ trap is operated in pulsed mode, allowing for lhe capture ofa predetennined

number of"laser shots" as specified by the user. "Pulsing" the RFQ refers to the limited time in which the
trap can accept externally injected ions. Medium voltage pulses applied to the endcap electrodes (Chapter

3) effect capture and ejection. The ion confurement field is derived from a IfV square oscillating potential
coupled to the ring electode (chapter 6.1). Figure 5,2 shows the curent RFe electronic setup.

The cooled/bunched ions ejected from the RFe trap are directed through an ,,energy bulching,'
cavity. A high voltage time varying wavefonn is applied to the cavity to ensure energy bunching. Effective
energy bunching is highly desired in order to produce an ion bunch that occupies a small z extent in the
Peming hap. This would be ofgreat consequence in the author's case as the magnetic field provided by the
superconducting magnet is far from being ideal. The "energy bunched,, ions are transferred effoute to the
Peming Trap, A small apertu¡ejust before rhe penning tÍap ent¡ance endcap, pre-selects only those ions
that possess limited off-axis hajectory. A final set ofsteerers and lenses is used to center the ion beam

along the magnetic field axis before injection into the penning Trap.

Th€ P€n¡ing hap has an elecÍode structure similar to the RFQ trap, consisting of a ring electrode and
two endcap electrodes with the dimensions r, =1.l6cm and z¿ =l cm. The endcaps have holes ofradius
0,25cm to provide the ion entrance and exit apertures. The ring electode is physically split into four
quadrants to allow for multipole RF excitation (dipole/quadrupole), In order to maintain a pu¡e quadrupote
field within the precision tap enclosure, conection elecÍodes are incorporated in the design. The
correction rings and corection tubes co''ect for the effects ofthe split ring and the endcap holes
respectivety. Biasing these electrodes at the appropriate potential ensues that rhe field within the trap
remains fairly quadrupole in nature. The penni¡g hap is positioned in a region ofultra high vacuum
(10-10 ton) and extremely shong magnetic field. This prompts the tâp design to possess rather stringent
requirements. The material used in the tap construction needs to possess a low magnetic susceptibility.
This ensu¡es that the trap irself will not distort the homogeneous magnetic field. oFHC (orygen Free High
conductivity) copper is chosen and precision-machined to tight tolerances so as to avoid possible field
pertübations near the tÍap cente¡ (Fukutâni 2000). The trap is plated with a thin tayer ofgold to avoid
"patch effects" that arise ûom the eventual oxidation ofexposed copper. The copper oxide patches would
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cause any elecEic potential applied to the electrode to suffer from homogeneity. The peming hap is housed

within the molybdenum bore ofthe superconducting magnet (Appendix Al).

5,2 RFQ Trøp Buncher/Cooler

The Radio Frequency Quadrupole Ion Trap is used as a "temporary ion store" befo¡e the ions are

transferred to the precision Peming Trap for mass measurement. The addition ofa buffer gas serves to

"cool" the ions by energy moderating ion-gas atom collisions. Routine operation consists of driving the hap

with an oscillating high-voltage (tIV) electric field and supplying pulses to allow for ion captùe and

ejection.

The IfV d¡ive is a square waveform derived from fast switching MOSFETS. The square wave generaior is

designed for 450v* ope¡ation at a maximum frequency of lMHz. The rrV generation is based on the

amplification ofa low volrage TTL sig¡al (see chapter 6.1). This signal is derived from a stanford
Research Systems (SRS) DS 345-signal generator. Control ofthe IIV RFe drive signal is a feature added

to the system recently (cw/Pulsed Mode control). This system provides the user with the option of
"freezing" the square }rv signal if the need arises (see 6.2). A simple AC coupling afforded by a capacitor
and a resistor allorys for the lrv square waveforrn to be Dc biased. The HV signal is applied to only the
ring elecfode while the endcaps sit at a p¡edetermined Dc level, The entire RFe tap can therefore be

"moved" to different potentials along the ion flight line. The caphue/eject pulses are üitically timed signals
applied to both the endcaps' The pulses are normally ofa few tens ofmicrosecond duration and can ra:rge

from 50v to l00v in amplitude. rrv pulsers enable the endcaps to .,switch,' 
between the DC bias and the

Fig, 5.3. Schematic of lhe RFQ Trap setup
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required voltage for the capture and eject processes. hotective diodes are installed on the pulsers connected

to the top endcap as shown to ensure lhat only one voltage is applied at an instant. An "energy correction',

cavity serves to bunch ion energy prior to penning trap injection (see sections 6.4 and 6.5).

5.3 The Pennìng Trap

The precision mass measìllement takes place with specific multipole RF excitations within this hap.

The trap design is more elaborate when compared to the relatively simple RFe rrap. Besides the endcap

and ring electrodes, correction elechodes are included to preserve the integrity of the quadrupole potential

during operation (chapter 4). Ion captüe and ejeclion processes are no longer only reshicted to applying

fast pulses on the endcaps alone. The inclusion ofcorrection electrodes a¡ound the vicinity of the entrance

and exit apertures requires a slightly more detailed consideralion ofthe captute/ejection process. Ho\vever

to present a comprehensive pich[e of the setup, it would suffìce to state tbat low voltage pulses (l8V max.)
are required on the endcaps and conection tubes.

In order to obtain an accurate quadrupole potential within the trap, certain DC potentials must be

applied to the ring, endcap and correction electrodes. The potentials are supplied by a precision 20-channel

DC supply. Pulses (capture, ejection....) are derived as arbitrary low voltage waveforrns from sRS DS345

waveform generators and amplified. The coupling ofall signals (DC, pulses and RF small signal) to the
respective electrodes is perfonned in an AC coupling box. The RF excitation sequence involves both dipole
and quadrupole modes and a variety ofdistinct frequencies þlus a scanning frequency for ol" excitation).

DS345's provide the RF signal, which is Íansfer¡ed to a 5-channel solid-state-relay basecl ,,frequency

selecto/'. The sequentially timed biggers select only one frequenc¡ which is passed to a,,phase invertef'.

The output supplies the in-phase ( / ) and anti-phase ( I ) signals required for the multipole excitations.

The coupling ofthe altemating signal phases to the respective ring quadrants is performed by the relay-
based 'þhæe selectot''. A numbe¡ of30v summing amplifiers provide the capability to couple t\ o or more
signals to one elechode' This is the case for the top endcap and correction tube, ryhere both ,.evaporation"

and "ejection" pulses are applied to these electrodes (at different times).

Improvements in this work involve the introduction offast JFET solid state switches to replace formerly
"mechanical relay''switching systems (see chapter 6.6). A novel method ofpre selecting .,cold', ions prior
to mass measurement has also been commissioned in this wo¡k (see chapter 6.7). Figure 5.3 shows a

complete electronic set up of the penning tap.
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5.4 Ion Detectíon

Ion detectors are situated at critical points thoughout the spectrometer to monitor the hansmission

ofthe ions through the apparatus. Micro-channel plates (MCp) were chosen as the "ion counters,'. The

signal produced by these detectors is proportional to the number ofions incident ofthe detector face. This

enables the user to alte¡ the lens/stee¡ers potentials until the signal is maximized, indicating optimized

transmission. The relative positions ofthe detectors are shown in the figure 5.4.

- 

MCPl
Magnel Mabnng ----- |Lens D {- quad 4

quad 3 

-[ 

{:_- MCP 3
EhzelLens2 -----------l I

D {- Quad 2
MCP2 

-

ftzèl Lens 1

Fig. 5,5. Relatjve positions of ion optic elements and ion detectors in the CpT MS

The positions ofthe focusing elements are also indicated in figure 5.5. The MCp detectors are mounted on
retactable plungers that ale moved i¡to position to attain ion signal readings and then removed from the

ion flight line. A small section of d¡ift tube, mounted on the same plunger provides for continuous ion
hansmission otherwise. MCP 5 is the final TOF detector. This detector p¡ovides the TOF dala ofthe ions
ej€cted from lhe Penning trap after RF excitation, and therefore, is mounted as a rigid fxn¡e. The steerers,

Quad 3 and 4 are critical in ensuring that the ions adopt a pa¡allel trajectory along the magnetic field lines,
prior to enteri.og the Penning Íap.

wll w
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5.5 Gøs Catcher/Cooler Exotic Harvest System

Provisions have been made for the tansfer ofions ûom another remote "ion sou¡ce". This enables

"exotic" or radioactive ions, created during online accelerator operalion to be transfened to the CpT MS for

mass measüement. A briefdescription ofthe setup will be presented here. Gaseous atoms (e.g. Xenon

stable isotopes) can also be ionized within the chambe¡s before tansfer to the specfrometer. The f¡gules

below show the critical elements in the gas celVion guide design.
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Rf,DC Couphg Box

Fig. 5.6, Typical electronic configuration for an ion guide/mass filter section,

The Gas cell, filled with Helium buffer gas, stops incident radioactive ions. These ions are then

extracted via an "assisting" DC gradient together with gas ftow. The next stage consists ofa conf¡guation
of3 ion guide sections separated by aperhr€s. All sections possess similar characferistics in that they all
are operated with rrv RF electric fields in conjunction with a,draw-ouf' DC gradient. The ions are then

collected in a "linear hap" before being ejected as an ion bunch, The figure above shows a typical
elecfronic setup for an ion guide section. Proper operation requires both RF and DC fiekls to be applied to
Itre elechodes. coupling capacitors provide a low impedance path for the RF drive signal to the rod

segments ì{hile resistors establish the r€quired DC gradient. High voltage RF is achieved through

amplification ofa very low volüage signal provided by the sRs Ds340/345 signal generator. The power RF

æ SuÞÊt
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amplif¡er, EM 240L provides about 50dB gain \#ith a flat band response from 20kHz to loNlhz' rvelr suited
for fhe operation regime. The coupling box includes a hansformer, which conveniently achieves a balanced
signal from unbalanced (single end) input fiom the power amplifier which is then DC biased employirg
inductors (Fig. 5.5). DCI and DC2 set up the ,,draw_oul' 

gradient. The opposing elechode pair is
connected similarly to phase {-. The linear trap however requires no Dc g¡adient. Routine operation can
involve section 2 configured as a mass filter. A Dc offset is placed on the elecaodes to effect mass
selection @oudreau 2001).

Fig. 5.7. $hematic of the Fast Gas Filled Catcher

The Gas cell is composed of stacked cyrindrical sections to allow for altemating phæe frv RF as
well as a DC gradient. The coupling is similar to that described for the ion guide. The exit cone or nozzle is
also a system ofprecision-machined stacked prates. The prates are arranged in aû order ofdecreasing
intemal diameter as shown in fig' 5.6. The resulting form is an exit nozzle with RF¡D. gradient capability.
It can be seen from the diag¡am (fig. 5.6) that arternating prates have RF offset in phase by n radians. DC
voltages are derived fron a dedicated 20 chan¡el ,,Ion Coolef, DC power Supply.
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The tansport tube contains a set oftblee spherical deflectors that steer the ion beam tbrough 90" eacb,

allowing for transmission through the aperture in the target plate located within the CPT MS ioniz¡tion

cbamber' These ions then follow a similar path as the ions, laser desorbed from the ta¡get plate. A series of
lenses and stee¡ers once again provide control over transmission. A system of four ofhogonal plates,

locatedjust before the final spherical deflector, is operated as a "pulsed deflectoC'. Ions are mass selected

though TOF by applying a critically timed HV pulse (see Chapter 6.3).

Fig. 5.8. The transport section coupling the Exotic Harvest System to the CpT MS
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6. Electronics Improvement/Modifications

The CPT MS is a relatively new instrument assembled at ANL in 1997. The frst p¡ecision mass

measüements made on this machine in 1998/1999 (Fukutani 2000) provided a test ofthe system behavio¡. This
was crucial as improvements made in this wo¡k came as a direct result of these early mass measùements. The

commencement of online operation initiated the CPTMS as a complete functioning spectrometer. Experience with
the actual ope¡ation invariably dictates the need for modifications beyond the "original design,'. This chapter will
highlight the electronic improvements a¡d their motivations.

The author has adopted a simple strategy for all the designs mentioned below. The ,,plug and play''
approach allows for future upgades with minimal operation inconvenience, The ,'breakaway,' 

character provides

the user with the flexibility to perfonn system tests ryith ancl without the device in question with relative eas€.

MOSFET design technolory is discussed in considerable detail as MOS devices are currentty being used in high
voltage equipment built in house. A comprehensive record is deemed prudent when dealing with a ls0ov-isolated
device capable ofpulsing 350V in 40ns.

6,1, High Voltøge, Hìgh Frequency QIVHF) Dírect Dríve System

The introduction ofpower MOSFETs (Metal Oxicle Semiconductor, Field Effect Transistor) signaled a

departure from the haditional bipolarjunction transisto¡s (BJT), the workhorse ofthe elechonics industry. The
perfomrance ofMOSFETs is generally superior to bipolar transistors when considering characteristics like speed,

breakdown voltage and thermal effects. The drive circuitry has also become simplifìed in the form ofsingle chip
integrated circuits that possess built in "level shifting" ofup to 600V .The ability to drive both .,high" and "low.
side devices with a single driver has been realized. These ddvers ouÞerfofm toten pole configurations commonly
used in conjunction with bipolar tansistor cùcuitry (Simpson 1987).

The interest in power MOSFETs in the field ofion taps and guides stems from its high frequency switchíng
characteristic, which could be used as the basis in the design of a high voltage, high frequency (HVHF) rectangula¡
waveform generator. This generator would eventually be the dir€ct r€ctangula¡ driv€ element for va¡ious rod
sections in ion guides and tap elechodes in RFQ haps. The apparent draw towards a direct drive system a¡ises
fuÌdamentally from the elimination ofthe presently available cumbersome tansformer coupled sinusoidal d¡ive
circuitry. The ta¡sformer coupling inÍoduces some form ofinFinsic resonant behavior that prevents operation ovel
a wide frequency range. Any change in operational frequency is normally accomptished by altering circuit element
values (capacitance/inductanc€) in a tuned (tank) circuit (Jone s et, al. 1997).T\usRFe device operation has never
been based on the principle offrequency scanning. The inhoduction ofrecta.ngular waveform direct drive systems
will usher in the e¡a offrequency agile RFe devices.

The other disadvantage ofhansformer coupled RF drive systems is the diffculty to operate in a pulsed mode.
The field ca¡not be interupted $'ithout the adverse effect offeedback or oscillation, Several groups have devised
ingenious methods to pulse sinusoidal high voltages (Mosburg e t. al. l9ï7,Roche¡ er a¿ 199g, Fulford er. ol. lgTg).
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Pulsing direct drive systems Ìvould defmitely come at a lower cost in development time and energy. It has shown

that it is possible to achieve effective operation ofan ion guide with a rectangular waveform as the conf¡ring radio
frequency field (Richañs et. al. l9?3). The duty cycle ofthe waveform employed has also been sholvn to possess

some mass filtering ability' Any mass filtering câpability in radio frequency quadrupole ion guides (specifically

ten:red as quadrupole mass filters) is presently achieved with a separate dc supply coupled to the sinusoidal RF field.
The elimination ofa separate dc supply, white still retaining a fair degree of mass selectivity, is very desirable.

Curently' the RFQ hap which is being used as an ion accumulator / cooler in the CPT system at Argon¡e National
Laboratory is ùiven by a square waveform direct &ive system using fast switching MOSFETS, designed and built
by Dr. Sidney culick at McGill University, Monteal, Canada.

The square wavefomt direct drive system is built on the principle that fast power MOSFETs may be used as

ideal switches. Here two pow€r MOSFETs are configured to switch altemately, i.e. each is on or offhalf the time
(for square waves) but never on at the same time. This technique is commonly incorporated in RF power efficient
ampliSing devíces classified as Class-D RF Amplifiers. The sinusoidal RF ouþut is attained rbrough rhe

implementation of an ouÞut harmonic filter, which removes all the higher order harmonics from the square signal,
Ieaving only the findamental frequency (Gottlieb 1993). The ideal power efficiency arises from negligible transition
or switching time' The ideal fully on MOSFET state is conshued to possess zero resistance between the source

/drain cha¡nel and similarly, for the off state, lhis resisiance is infurite. No power is consuned in both these states.

Thus power loss can only occur during switching time, which therefore must be minimized (Andreycak l99g). The
ci¡cuit schematic is as shown in Fig 6.1.

¡il9r

Fig. 6.1. High Voltage, High Frequency Direct Drive System
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The switching MosFETs a¡e Motorola MTP2N50E with a maximum voltage rating of 450v. The srvitched ouÞut is
taken from the comrnon source Q¡ and drain Q2 junction. It can be noted that the large, almost infinite off¡esistance
ofthe MoSFET holds the switched state without adverse leakage currents. For example when e¡ conducts, the
source is at fry less a small potential drop due to a finite on resistance. Tbis indicates that the drain ofe2 is also at
lrv while the source is at gound potential. This clearly indicates the need to adhe¡e to the maxirnum d¡ain to source
breakdown voltage Vps. ¡1* = 450V. This then sets maximum pennissible ouþut ofthis particular drive system as
450vor. This design could be extended to higher output voltages by using power MosFETs with a higher maximum
rating for VDs (e.g., Intersil RFp4Nl00 V¡s = 1000V).

The configuation of MosFETs in a ÌrvHF switching circuit is somewhat determined by operational
parameters' The simplest scheme would be to use a complementary pair, i.e, one n channel and one p channel. The
design consists ofidentical configulation ofcircuit elements on trvo sides, a high side floating at IIV and a low side
referenced to ground potential. Each side is isolated and selfcontained with dedicated power supplies. The n-
channel is used as a low side switch and the p-channel is subsequently used in the high side. The only complication
with this method is the requirement of a floating power supply for the high side .The d¡ains of both MosFETs ûe
connected, from which the ouÞut is derived (Fig. 6.2).

Fig. ô.2. Schematic ofcomplementary pah MOSFET switcher circuit.

The drawback in a complementary pair design is that the p-channel power MosFET suffers from a large gate
to soÙce intemal capacitance and maintain a greater on resistance. These are due to device construction and the fact
that the p carrier mobility is tess than that ofthe n type. These characteristics are ma¡ifested itselfin slower
switching times and g¡eater power dissipation within the hansistor. As a result, p-channel MosFETs are rarely used
in l{vHF applications (Int' Rectifier App Notes). The p-channel is not available at a vDs rating of 1000v, therefore
any switching design in this range warrants a t\vo n-cha.Dnel switching system. The two n-cha¡nel-switching
con-figuration is possible with some additional circuitry. Proper operation can only result from coupling the source of
the high side device to the d¡ain ofthe low side device. This junction becomes the output. The low side operation is
simila¡ to that described for the comprementary pair method. The high side howeve r is not .,vry a high síde. T\e
high side device has its soulce connected to the ouÞut. The maximum gate to sowce potential, v6s, is rated at 30v.
This indicates that for vç5 to remain within the mandated range, the high side mustbe referenced to the ouþut rhe
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hiSh side lherelore fToats altemately between IfV and gound . Thc switching of the high side reference requires that

the floatíng power supPly fansformer bave isolation rating ofat least IIV. The parasitic capacitance between the

primary and secondary coils must be low to ensüe that during switching, the potential at the source and the gate

always stays within the rated Vas. Currently n-channel MOSFETs are readily available at a maximum rating of
Vps=1200V'

The square waveform generation is a relatively simple process of turning on one Íansistor at a time. The

ouÞut is at [fV when the high side MOSFET is conducting and the ouÞut is ground during the tow side conduction

phase. Thus the output is a square wavefonn with an amplitude of Voo= IIV. The switching ofthe respective

MOSFETs are triggered by TTL signals. These aiggers are complementary, as it is required that only one MOSFET
is made conducting at a Particular instant. The basic TTL trigger is afforded by a frequency generator that conÍols
the switching frequency, which ultimately sets the frequency ofthe IIV square waveform. The complemenbry

signal can be obtained by simple inverter logic (leading edge/hailing edge triggers). These higgers are passed to the

respective isolated boa¡ds. Since the TTL biggers are ground referenced signals, the trigger for the high side has to

be level shified. Level shifting is achieved tbrough the use of an optoisolator, Hewlett packard HpCL 26 I 1 , with
isolation rating of600V. This is used as a trigger receiver on both boards to improve noise inrmunity ancl eliminate

ground loops.

A direct digital delay is added to one ofthe tigger lines. This is to prevent simultaneous conduction in both

MOSFETs. Since the thresholds for tuming on and tuming offare different, there might be an instant \vhe¡e one

tansistor crosses the conduction thteshold before the other tansistor has fallen below the tum offpoint. This woutd
result in an instantaneous path to gound through both conducting hansistoÌs and large curents would be drawn

from the IIV supply' The built in delay prevents this undesi¡able event from occurring. The received trigger signals,

now referenced to the respective board "reference" potential, are conveniently tansferred to the MOSFET Gate

Drivers (MGD). The gate driver used is the Telcom 4420 with a maximu¡ rated d¡ive cu¡rent of 6A. To ensure

adequate thenral managemenl the To-220 package is used which provides the option for heat sinking.

Special consideration must be given to po\ver manag€ment at the design stage to ensure the constifuent
devices do not exceed operational limÍts. Power losses in MOSFETS can be subdivirted into switching losses and
conduction losses. Switching losses arise from the simultaneous presence ofthe drain curent, ID and d¡ain sou¡ce

potential drop, VDs du¡ing tansition, ì hile condustion loss is brought about by a small ,,on,' resistance. Conholling
these losses can be done by careful attention to device parameters. Switching losses can be ¡educed by making state

hansition times as briefas possible with a high current gate driver. This would minimize the overlap between drain
cu¡rent and VDs (Andreycak 1998). Conducting losses can be cu¡bed by selecting a MOSFET with a low ,,on',

resistance and by ensuring "frrll enlancement''. The capacitive load (rod sections or Íap electrodes) must be

included before a complete computation of MOSFET power handling requirements can be performed. The charging
ofthe load capacitance at HVHF is an extremely poryer consuming process. A simple calculation (%CV2 x 2f¡ puts

the MoSFET power-handting requirement at 250w for a 1000V waveform switching at IMIIz tbrough a load
capacitance of 50@F. This is a¡ enormous sbain for any power fansistor. The load capacitance includes the
MOSFET parasitic drain to source capacitance, which is a cha¡acteristic ofmetal oxide device construction. It is
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therefore crucial to effectively heat sink MOSFETs for IWHF slvitching operation. A ducted fan ventilation system

would provide forced air cooling to alleviate excessive themal stress that might otherwise lead to critical device
failure. Currently power MOSFETs in the semiconductor market have a maxi¡num power rating of around 300W.
This may prove to be a limiting factot in the design ofhigher frequency drive systems.

6,2, Pulseil Moile Operatìon for IIIIHF Dìrect Drìve System.

OPerating the IMF Direct Drive System in a pulsed mode is made feasible by the conhol of the ùiver
TTL signals. The TTL signal with th€ two logical states can be made to remain sfale locked for a period of time as

required by the user, The locked signal is then tansfened to the tfVHF system for anplijìcation. The design ofthe
IfVHF system dictates that the two states ofthe ouÞut \.vaveform (Fig. 6.4) is either ground (LOW) or IIV (IIIGII).
Ïhe logic nature ofthe tigger signal prevents locking the ouÞut at any other íntermediate voltage lev€I. The ouÞut
waveform is AC coupled to the RFQ elecr¡odes. The electrodes can thus be locked HIGH (+%HÐ o r LOW (-Vzli|{)
to allow processes to occu¡ without the effect ofrapidly changing field configuration \vithin the electrode region.
The state lock (pulsed mode) is triggered and maintained by a TTL pulse originating extemally. Delay slements like
the monostables (74LS123) provide a small variable delay between the trigger signal and the execution ofstate lock

'The rest of the design is straightforward logic through the use of common integrated circuit elements. The primary

"RF" input is derived from a high frequency waveform generator (Stanford Research DS340) set to deliver a TTL
signal at a plescribed frequency. A selector switch Sl provides the option for operating in pulsed or CW mode. All
input and output signals are buffered using standard 74LS244 buffe¡Vdrivers. The output selector switch 52 sets the
state lock to either HIGH or Low (Fig. 6.3), The logic level ouþut is then passed on to the HVHF Direct Drive
System for high volùage waveform generation, The tryHF Pulser was originally designed for the ion ejection
process but could be easily modified to control both injection and ejection. The Fig. 6.5 shows a proposed circuit
that could be used to lock the drive signal for both the injection and ejection processes. A thi¡d channel is shordn to
allow for expansion,

6l
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Fig, 6.5. proposed Multi-Channel pulsed/Cw Mode Control Chcuit

6,3. High Voltage Fast Pulser,

Manipulation ofion beams often requires very fast pulses in the sub-microsecond regime. These pulses

can range from a few tens ofvolts to kilovolts. The voltage required depencls on the task at hand and the natue of
the ion beam. The hansit time ofa particular íon beam tbrough a cavþ in quesfion determines the applied voltage
required to produce a particular change in the beam cha¡acter. Pulse wiclth becomes crucial in cases where the ion
beam consists ofmore than one species and the effect needs to be species specifÌc. The requirement for fast pulses
biased at Iry in the region ofkilovolts is common in ion beam experimentaVindustrial equipment. The uses range
from pulsed ionization with elechon guns to pulsed ext¡action to generate t€mporally bunched beams. The pulses
can have a simple rectangular waveform or mo¡e elaborate time varying shuctu¡es. Úr any case, the reason for
pulsing is to deliver a time dependent voltage that affects the ion beam in a desired ma¡rner.

High voltage pulses can be generated using certain amplifiers. The amplification process is relatively
shaightforward and construction is a well-documented process, Tle cost ofhigh voltage fast amplifiers however,
can ru¡ in the hundreds ofdollars per integated circuit, A simFler and mo¡e cost-effective solution can be
achieved by using high volüage MosFETs, The circuit configuration consisting of a comprementary pair of
MOSFETs has been previously highlighted (section 6.2). The MOSFETs are once again employed as a,,swiúch,,.
The switching is performed between two isolated voltage levels. The isolation is achieved with isolation
transfonners rated to 2500v. The switching FETs are rated with a maximrm d¡ain to source voltage (ves) of
450v. It is therefore possible to switch between two voltage levels biased at approximately 2000V, and separated
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by 450V' The design was originally conceived and built by Mr. Leo Ninniken at Mc6ill University. These

"switchers" currently provide pulses for ejection/capture p¡ocesses for the va¡ious ion-trapping devices in the CpT
system. The new design (Fig. 6.7) embraces a similar concept except for the FET drive circuitry. Recent

developments in solid state technology have made "small fooÞrint'' high curent MOSFET gate drivers a reality.

The performance ofthese devices is far superior to bipolarjunction hansistors (BJT). These drivers have been

designed to replace BJTs tbereby reducing parts counts as well as ninimizing "valuable" circuit board area. The

entire circuit including the isolation transformers is made to fit on a ?" by 4" board (Fig. 6.8) This circuit will be a

prototype for printed ci¡cuit boards in the near futu¡e.

Online accelerator operation for the productíon ofexotic nuclei currently produces a large

number ofions from o¡ganic contaminants. A fair degree of "decontanination" is necessary in order to ensu¡e the

pulity ofthe injected ions into the Penning Trap. Mass selection with respect to time offlight (TOF) is attained

through the use ofa pulsed deflector. The deflector elect¡odes are four steel plates that are held at ùift tube
potential during the very short transit time ofthe mass unde¡ experiment @ig 6.ó). All other masses are deflected

away from the transmission axis by one plate (shaded) held at about 350V lower than the drift tube potential. A
resolution of I -2 amu can be observed with a pulse of about 350V with a time-width of 800ns @ig.6.9). The pulse

rise time is modestly rated at 60ns. This translates into a slew rate exceeding 4000V/usec. Very few power linear
amplifiers can boast such operational parameters.

Fig. ô.6, TOF based Pulsed HV Mass Sêlector
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the need for tight energy- bunching but the tradeoffis transfer efüciency. This Iimits specffometer performance

during online mass measurements where production rates are very low.

An ion bunch is normally characterized by its d'îamic properties (¿ p). It is crucial in all ion beam

experiments to achieve som€ sort ofcontrol ofthese coo¡di¡ates. One obvious method is focusing, where

transverse spalial coordinates are compressed to facilitate transmission thr.ough beam elements. Energy,,focusing"

or bunching is another criterion whe¡eby the energy spread ÂE ofthe ion beam is decreased in-flight. phase-space

dynamics once again can be used to understand the mechanism. The Liouville theorem prescribes the conservation

ofphase-space, which lelates 
^E 

and 
^t 

or conversely, 
^x 

ancl Áp. For motion along the z-axis, the following
holds true:

ÁE..dt = ÀpÂ2.

This indicates that any bunching in energy is accompanied by an increase in time spread and vice versa.

In ion beam expe¡iments time or energy bunching is considered paramount. An example of ,,time,, bunching is in
heavy ion linear accelerators, where the ion beam is accelerated lhough the use ofpulsed RF accelerating gaps. In
o¡der for effective acceleration, all the ions must a¡rive at the acceleration cavity at the same time elumpbries
1986). A pre-buncher is precisely employed for the purpose of ,,time" bunching.

il il",".,*,
--r¡¡#*-'_tu

VI -Þ

FËw B¡dù!

Fþ. 6.11. set-up of the rn-flight.Energy Buncfi_ing system, phase spaæ before and afler the bunching
cavity shows an íon croud bunched in energy at the expens' ofan increased temporarspõd.

The CPTMS requíres an ion beam tightly bunched in energy. A time spread ofa couple ofmicroseconds
can be accommodated during the Peming Trap injection process. The símple principle of energy bunching is to
accelerate slower ions while retarding the faster ones. Briefly, an ion bunch with a large energy spread taverses
tbrough the bunching cavity and on exil their energy spread is decreased. A¡ ion bunch traversing tbrough a region
ofstatic elecfic fields would maintain their inherent energy spread as each ion gains o¡ loses the same amount of
energy. To correct energy spread; a dynamic field is required. The ramp is the simplest example ofa dynamic fiekl.
The ramp is set to slew more negative with time, thus more energetic ions arriving earlier would experience less
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acceleration than slolver ions arriving later (Fig. 6.l l) .The result would be ions bunched together in energy. The

need for different ramp slew rates is prompted by the varying transit times ofdifferent masses thtough the ranìp

cavity under similar ejection conditions. Lighter ions would be traveling faster in general and over a short distance

would be closely bunched in tirne. To achieve the same "degree ofbunching" the ramp should fall faster. The Fast

Ramp Amplifier design allows for a maximum slew rate of 220yl¡ts.

The ramp requirements fo¡ the RFQ €jection parameters \ryere attained primarily Êom SIMION @ahl 1995)

simulations. A¡ ensemble ofabout twenty ions trapped in the RFQ Trap was ejected with pre determined ejection
phase and amplitude. The individual ion energy and TOF is exhacted from the simulation data. A particular

"bunching" ramp is then inserted into the computation and the simulation is ru¡ again. The effect of the ramp can be
observed from the energy spread of the ions on exit. A tecbnique using the Pen:ring Trap electrodes as a retarding
lens is then used to confrm the results experimentally. The following figures, 6.15 and 6.16, illustrate simulation

and exPerimental results fo¡ cases ofion energy spread, with and Ìvithout the energy-bunching ramp. The author
credits Dr. Guy Savard and Mr. Jason Clark for setting up the simulations as well as perfonning the energy spread

tests.

6.5. Fast Rømp Amplìfïer.

The Fast Ramp Amplifier is a replacement for the penning Trap "Energy Bunching,' power Amp in
operation till June 2000' The change was necessary to improve on the slew rate as well as eliminate parasitic

oscillations that were so rampant in the latter amplifier. The Fast Ramp Amp is configured to operate on a single
negative supply so as to maximize the voltage range ofthe ouÞut. The amplif¡er used is the pAg5 from Apex
Microtechnology. It is a high power bandwidth, high voltage MosFET operational ampliñer designed to operate
on from +225V supplies. The state'of-art MoSFET technology enables very fast switching with a maximum slew

rated at 1000V/ps. An important consideration for single supply operation is that \vaveforms with an ouþut
voltage of geater tha¡ 200V might be required depending on the mass species being transported. operating with
twin symmetic +225V will definitely put a severe limitation on the voltage swing, as ampliher saturation is
imminent for any output approaching the supply voltages. Most powe¡ op amps are suitabre for singre suppry
operation but the common mode voltage range (CMVR) does impose some limitâtions (Apex 1999). one ofthese

is that the i¡pur volrage does not reach wirhin r 2v of either supply rail i.e. (rr_ -tz) <tt, < (4 - tz). rn" t o.
"single" supply operation with ground, as the positive rail would not be possible here as the input waveform is a
ground'referenced signal. A simple altemative to this is to have a second low voltage supply +l5V to adhe¡e to
the CMVR Violation of this requirement would invariably lead to a loss of linearity. This alt€mative could be
realized by the use ofan encapsulated DC supply extemal to the amplifier housing. Symmetric supply amplifiers
operating from +V will have an output baseline at 0v. curreDt operation is with supply rails at +15V ând -300V.
The inputs must therefore be biased so as to provide the ouþut with as much room to swing as far negatíve as
possible. Resistor chains with a l.5kohm, 5kobm resistors provide an ouÞut Dc baseline of approximately _
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80V, leaving enough swing to achieve an output of-200V comforøbly. This choice of¡esistor combination was

due to the limited ¡esources available at short notice. The resistors are high power resistors, as they have to
dissipate a combined power of l5W. The resistor chaín biasing itselfneeds to draw 48mA ofcunent. The polyer
supply chosen for the negative rail thus has to provide at least l50mA with ease to the complete circuit. The
Sorenson DCS600-1.7E '.vith its maximum ratings fo¡ voltage and current of600V and 1.7A respectively was

chosen and easily configured as a negative supply.

The amplifier is set with a total fixed gain of 25 in two x 5 non-inverting configùations (Fig. 6.12) .T\e
input signal is provided by a waveform generator operating as a lolv z (impedance) driver. Since the amplifier
inputs are high Z, there is a further gain of2 at the inputs. This gives an overall gain of 50. The choice to use two
stages with a low gain each instead ofthe more economical single bigh gain stage was prompted by the need for
wide bandwidth, low distortion techniques in employing MOSFET power amplifiers. The power response for the
PA85 indicates that at high gain, the bandwidth decreases. Therefore to maintain the high frequency components

as far as possible, it was decided to employ tryo stages each with a low gain. wide bandwidth was a major
concern in this design as the signal undergoing amplification is an arbihary ramp. The ramp, on Fourier
decomposition will ultimately consist ofvery high frequency components. It \ryould be rvise if the design could
allow for a bandwidth ofapproximately 5MHz. Any severe loss ofhigh frequency components would invariably
Iead to mo¡e rounded ftansition edges and therefore a decrease in slew rate .The otler concern was amplifier
stability' Since the waveform is composed ofmany frequency components - it was crucial that no oscillation
occured at any ofthe constituent ftequencies. Great care \yas taken to decouple the amplifier power supplies with
capacitors so as to prevent noise and oscillation due to cross coupling between the different stages. The

components ìYe¡e mounted right on the amplifier leads in an attempt to minimize lead inductance (,,inverted bug',
construction-Fig 6.14b) .The system fæed exhemely well on bench tests with an oscilloscope 1oad. However
when coDnected ¡t Jitt to the tap, oscillations began to occul .The capacitive natrue ofthe load coupled with a
sou¡ce of inductance forms an oscillatory LC, high Q, tank circuit. This ci¡cuit exhibits a resonance at a paficula¡
frequency/ , where, = l/ { Gcr""d and ifþ is one ofthe constituent frequencies in the wavefon¡, oscillations
occur. Great effort r as taken to minimize stray inductânce in the circuit. The capacitance ofthe load, C¡o¡, is
inainsic to the design and set up ofrhe RFe rrap and the adjoining Ramp conection cavity. A very simple way
to arrest the oscillation is to remove the "ofending " frequency. This can be perfonned easily with the use ofslew
Jimiting filters. These are RC low pæs filters, whích limít high frequencies. The breakpoint is set at 3MHz .The
tradeoff for stability is slightly rounded edges and diminished slew rate. The pA85 is rated for 1000V/¡rs but the
operational requirement for the amplifier slew rate is at the exheme, 300V/ /¡rs. Thus slew rate limiting is not
expected to compromise experim€ntal specification.

The design lends itselfeasily to futûe modifications. Changing the values ofthe biasing resistors could
alter the output dc baseline. Positive high voltage ramps are possible with cunent circuit configu¡ation. The power
supplies however need to have Ìeverse polarity. The negative supply becomes -l5v while the Sorenson DCS600
could be set up to deliver Positive high voltage, Any sort of "seriously'' bipolar signals (voltage swings in both
directions) need dual supplies. A method to chcumv€nt this requirement while still maintaining the ease ofsingle
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suPPly operation is to use AC coupling to set the bias point externally. This method requfues an extemal high

voltage channel, which can be provided by a High voltage supply Mainframe for example, the Lecroy 5440.

RñÞ ouÈ to cougtlng

stagelteeìnxs

Fig. 6,12. Fast Ramp Amplifier
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Sll¡lol¡ Simulatioll for Rfq e¡ecìion wnh 20 ionr

No EnergyBunchlng Ramp appllsd

^E=14èV
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Fig. 6.15. simulation resulls for ejætion parameters: oejed = F, eiect pulses = 100v, +70v . Thê inhinsic energy
spread (A) and lhe energy bunching effect (B) is shown
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6.6, Solid Støte Sv.,ítchíng Systems,

The design standard ofthe CPTMS is set to deliver mass measurements of exotic nuclei with half-lives
greater than 50ms The very short half-lives place stringent time constraints on the various experimental

procedures that constitute the precision mass measu¡ement process. Currently, mechanical relays dominate the

low voltage switching systems that boast switching times in the order ofa couple ofnilliseconds (3-4ms for a
good relay) Clearly the excessive switching times for both "on" and "off' transitions, coupled with the number of
switch operations per measurement cycle, would severely limit the overall capability ofthe spechometer.

Solid state switching tecb:rology had reached maturity in the early 1990's. The availability ofsolid state

analog switches as integrated circuits (IC) attest to the cürent widespread applications. The decision to implement
solid state analog switches is ¡ooted in fhe reliability ofthese sryitches coupled rvith the fast switching time.
Mechanical relays are notorious for critical failure after a specified number of switch operations. ,.Misf[ing,' 

is

also a cause for concem for aging relays. The switching event is also prone to "multiple bounce,, before a stable
state can be established. Solid state analog switches are far superior with switching transitions in the sub

miirosecond region, absence ofhansition "bounce" and virtually guaranteed lifetime performance. The only
criterion where mechanical relays outperform solid state devices is in "offisolation',. This is infinite for rhe

classical switch compared to around 60dB for a solid sùate switch in the mid price range. A complete conve¡sion
to analog solid state sìvitches for all low voltage switching devices is anticipatecl in the very near ftture.

The Aequency selector ì as redesigned (Fig. 6.17), employing analog solid-state switches. Solid state

switches from hecision Monolithics (now a subsidiary ofAnalog Devices) were selected to perform the

switching. The choice was based on previous use in the Manitoba tr High-Resolution Mass Spechometer where
lhese switches were used to deliver highly reproducible voltages in the microvolt level. The ,,off, isolation at -
50dB (500kIIz) ofthe SW06GP (Analog Devices Sw06 Datasheet) was deemed suitable for the present use.

Performance has been satisfactory wilh respect to high frequency waveform response. No distortion is present for
RF at frequencies up to 3MIIz The inhinsic "switch" capacitance does not influence system capability at the
frequencies of interest. Along with the systems test, a decision was made to use the SW06 in fuh¡re solid state

switcher designs. The requirement ofa dual supply to facilitate conhol ofbipolar signals is rhe only design
comþlexity' This frequency selector is noì 5 cha¡nel instead ofthe previously used 4 chan¡el. This increase in
available sìvitcbing channels was prompted by the need to deliver a variety ofsignals to remove contaminants
during online accelerator operation. The 5ú cha¡¡el will now enable a very small-amplitude contaminant removal
excitatíon to be performed within 200IIz to the (0+ ofthe isotope ofinterest,

The new ímproved sorid state Ring waveform Derivery system (Fig 6.23) wilr also be based on
SW06GP analog switches. The "off isolation of alnost -80d8 at DC is adequate for this purpose. The SW06Gp
with 2 normally open and 2 normally closed switches provide for great design flexibility without the need for
figger inversion elements (sertion 6.8). The Solicl State Waveform Delivery System is to be a prototy¡re for a
bank of s\'vitchers to be built at the ANL elechonics shop. This system would provide for sub microsecond
switching ofPrecise analog voltages (differential 36V max,). A simple modification ofthe above-described ci¡cuit
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can p¡ovide for triggered fast switching between trvo analog low voltage levels. A +/- 3ov-ddver amplifier
presently provides low-voltage square pulses. These pulses have rise/fall times rated in microseconds, which
makes the conversion to solid state analog switches possible. The only major concems involve pulse amplitude
and the ability to &ive a capacitive load. Single supply operation is possible with the negative supply input tied to
ground. This would allow conhol of signals with maximum amplitude +V-4V, which tanslates to 32V with a
positive supply voltage of36v. A more practical approach would be to alrow for +/- lgv supplies so as to
accommodate bipolar signals. Regulation ofthe readily available +/- 24V in the NIM crate to po\.ver this srvitching
system would be a more economical altemative.\ hen compared to the currently used +/_30V &ivers, \À,hich

require dedicated AC line rectification/¡egulation with costly transformers.

Fig. 6.17. CPT Solid State Frequency Selector
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6.7. Trøppíng Potentìøl "Shøllowíng",

The potentials of the Penning trap ring and endcap electrodes ñrndamentally dehne the quadrupole

trapPing potential well. A variation ofone or the othe¡ will alter the "well" depth and as such will affect the

happing efficiency, Incoming ions will only be happed iftheir axial energy is less or at least equal to the well
depth. This facet was discussed in a previous section (section 6.4). It is clear that trapping conditions will
ultimately effect the possible precision ofthe mass measu¡ement. High precision mass measurements (a few ppb)

need to be conducted in a region of extreme magnetic field homogeneity. The entire ion cloud should execute

orbital motions in this region. High homogeneity, high field magnets are difücult to conskuct. The high
homogeneity is only rated over a small volume, hence lhe need to ¡estrict the size ofthe ion cloud. Conholling the

size ofthe ion cloud ìvithout any form ofcooling is a desirabls addition for the CpT system. The original system

is configrued to perform only limited "cloud conhaction" by pulsing a correction tube elecfode in an attempt to
remove high energy ions, A better system was required.

Fig.6.18. potential Well "shal¡owing' during the ring raising procoss

The cür€nt operating state ofthe superconducting magnet has p¡ompted considerabl€ efforts i¡ the
development ofa system that pre-selects only the ions situaterl in a very small region ofacceptable magnetic field
homogeneity' These ions are ofvery low axial energy (colct) and the¡efore reside near the bottom ofthe trapping
potential. The harmonic potential implies that lolv energy ions oscillate ove¡ a region of smaller z dimension and
are therefore under the influence ofa much more homogenous magnetic field. The principle involved is to
increase the ring elechode potential "adiabatically'' so that the happing potential is made shallow allowing high
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lon cloud radial Ð<lent añer dng raise

8VR¡nO Râl6e z=0.78cll|

energy ions to leave the hap confines. The hap potential is then retumed to its normal depth (Fig. 6.l g and 6.21).
The rate ofincrease must be very slow compared to the ion z-oscillation frequency.

Fig. 6.19. Radial extent of the trapped ion cloud after ring raising.

A total rise time of 0.5ms is deem€d sufticient for heary ions (180-200amu), The top corre¡tion tube elechode is
lowered simultaneously to allow for a well-defined escape path. The RI' excitation, which constitutes the mass
measurement Process, is then applied to the remaining "cold" ions. A good indication to the working nature ofthis
system is the resonance specfrum itself! The average TOF ofthe ions during off¡esonance scans is observed to
increase. The tsapped "cold" ions with low axial energy take a longer time to reach the detector. A comparison
between r€sonance spectra rvith and ì ithout 'þotential shallowing" is shown in figure 6,20. The bæeline shifts
upwrd by l0% while the TOF depth increases by about l2%.

This "deep cleaning" process is bound to find application in most upcoming penning tap systems in other
resea¡ch laboratories. The obvious pitfall relates to the effective trapped ion efficiency. An ion beam exhibiting
poor energr bunching can still be "cleaned" but this will involve removing a large percentage ofthe incoming
ions (90% or morQ' Widespread use ofthe procedure is not recommended for online exotic mass measurement
where the production rates are very low' A moderately energy-bu¡ched ion beam together with the deep cleaning
process is predicted to be the avenue to attain loppb precision for both stable and exotic nuclei on the CpTMS
\ ith the cu¡rent damaged magnet system' The circuit development together with relevant schematics is given in
the following sections.
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move away from mechanical relay based devices was mads and as such the design was re-evaluated. The current
design consists entirely ofsolid state analog switches, the Analog Devices SW06. The arbihary waveform in this
design is applied to all four ring quadrants tbrough the primary Ring DC tevel feed. This eliminates the possibility
ofany variation in applied signal to the four quadrants. The switching system in th€ complete configuration

consisls of two seclions, the Waveform Coupler and the Load Decoupler (Fig. 6.23). The Wavefonn Coupler is a
simple system oftlree switches (Fig. 6.24). During tbe triggered application period, the arbitrary waveform is

biased to the primary Ring DC level. This signal is then tra:rsferred to all quaclrants via the DC feed line. The end

ofthe trigger sequence completely decouples the arbihary signal drive and sets the condition DC in = DC out,
though the switch Sl. This is the configuration âdopted during all the RF excitation processes. It should be

instructive to note that the circuit once again maintains a non-intrusíve presence düing the actual precision mass

measurement process,

lnitial tests indicated a severe loading effect due to the RF coupling capacitors constituting a load

terminated by the RF driver system. A simple solution was to disengage the load, as there was no appæent need
for RF signals during the deep cleaning period. The Load Decoupler is basically a four-channel analog switch,
\vhich discon¡ects the RF d¡ivers when a trigger is received. The complete swiþhing configuration is shown in
Fig' 6 24, both with the pre-edsting system in black and the new additions in red. The slvitch positions on the
Wavefonn Coupler and the Load Decoupler are shorm as du¡ing a HIGH trigger (arbitrary waveform application).

Rlùt lulrê Trlgg.R

¿¡lV R.lÁy 3l.rGù

Fig. 6.22. CPT Ring Waveform Retay System
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7. Mass Measurement

The operation ofthe CPT Mass Spectrometer can be subdivided into two sections. The f|lst section

concems transfer ofions from "ion sou¡ce" to RFQ buncher Íap. The second section involves ion transfer

ftom RFQ t¡ap to Penning Trap and the mass measurement process itself. As presented earlier, the ion
sou.rce in question can be the laser/target plate or the ¡emote Gas celvcooler system. The experimental

setup is such that the Penning Trap is impervious to ion sou.rce "nature', once the ions are sufliciently

cooled in the RFQ hap. The mass measurement p¡ocess only involves the precision Penning Trap. All other
prior processes merely involve ion transfer and beam cha¡acteristic tailoring (e.g. energy bunching). The

energy bunched ion pulse captured in the Penning hap is described in chapter 4. The mass measu¡ement

process consists ofa series ofoperations as indicated in the figrue below. These distinct operations are

critical in 'þreparing" the tapped ion cloud for the precision mass measurement process.

Fig. 7.1. Block diagram oflhe mass measurement proæss

7.1, Process

Tuhin{ the Pennins Trap

Prior to any Penning Tlap process, it is cruciat to establish a potential distribution within the trap
confines that closely resembles a quadrupole potential. The presence of correction elechodes biased at
specific DC values is used to account for the "distortion" produced by the practical û.ap design (see chapter
4). The ring and endcap elecÍode pot€ntial detenrine the tapping well depth. The sIMIoN program is
then used to compute the DC values fo¡ the various corection elecbodes to attain the required quadrupole

potential. These Yalues are used as the "startilg" values for a pure quaclrupole potential. Slight adjustîents

to these DC values are normally performed tbrough observing the ø* ToF spectra for syr netry and

naxim'm ToF depth. This is due to the fact that the dipole motion is more sensitive to changes in the
electric field. The tuning needs to be done only once as long as the hap is not dismantled. A millivolt stable
DC supply is usually adequate to ensu¡e long-term stability ofthe various electode DC bias.

Hish Energy Evaporation

Ions captured with above average axial energies will exhibit orbital motion far above the h.ap center.
They are therefore under the influence of a more inhomogeneous magnetic field extent. In order to prevent
this undesirable situation, a method is devised to remove o¡ clean the happed ion cloud ofhighly energetic
ions' The original evaporation system merely consisted ofpulsing the top conection tube down to allow the
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high'energy ions to leave the tap. This metbod is fr¡rther improved by simultaneously shallowing the

trapping potential. This constitutes a "deep clean" process whereby the user is provided with the option of
totally emptying the trap except for the "cold" ions orbiting very close to lhe trap center. The result is a

contracted ion cloud orbiting in a region ofsuperior magnetic field homogeneity (see chapter 6.6).

Stronq DiÞole Isotope Cleanout

The capture process is not mass selective to the required resolution. It is common for an ion bunch

captured in the PenniDg Trap to contain 3-5 different species ofions. The energy spreacl ofthe incoming

ions, the short drift tube section and the capture time period prevent the capture ofjust the isotope under

experiment. This is firther complicated by the presence ofcontaminant isoba¡s dùing online operation.

The ¡emoval ofall species except lhat under experiment is crucial to attain good resonance spectra.

"swgically" exciting the modified cyclotron motions (o+) is a means to remove unwanted ions. Mass

selection using this method is good to a resolution ofabout lxl06. The process is relatively

straightforward. The orbital motions ofthe unwant€d ions are excited resonantly. Enough RF power is
pumped into the motion such that the o¡bits increase and the unwanted ions inevitably collide with the
electodes.

f"

Fig. 7.2. Two modes of strong dipols excitation employed

Two methods are currently being used to resonantly excite dipole motion. Discrete excitation is where
certain frequ€ncies are excited sequentially. A frequency sweep can arso be performed whereby a
frequency range is scanned except for a'hotch" or 'l"indow" stsategicany placed over the ro4 ftequency of
the species under experiment,
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Magnetron Orbit

The magnetron orbit is set by resonantly exciting the ú)- motion to a well-defined o¡bit. This is done

carefrrlly by adjusting the RF amplitude so that none ofthe ions are excited to an orbit large enough that

lhey collide ìvith the trap electrodes. currently only a very small RF amplitude is used so as to ensure a

small magnetron orbit. The ions in tbis case orbit a region whe¡e electric and magretic field imperfections

are mininized.

Resonance Excitation

The final phase in the RF excitation sequence is the quadrupole ¿¡c excitation. The excitation

amplitude is carefully chosen so that the complete "conversion" from magnetron motion to cyclotron

motion can be achieved during the time in question. This can be achieved by observing the ToF speckum

for the characteristic "double hump" (Fig. 4.5) that signals the applied RF field as being ¡üþ9 that required

for complete conversion. The amplitude is subsequently adjusted for complete conversion. This process is

normally done for 200ms excitation and is then scaled fo¡ longer excitation times (see eqn. 4.47a). The

excitation times can range from 50ms to 2 seconds depending on the required experimental precision. The

ions are subsequently ejected fiom the Penning t¡ap.

TOF Detection

The ions are ejected to\Tards a MCP detector and the arrival times are measured. The ion a¡¡ival times

are "binned" by the MCS (Multi-Channel Scaler). The 256 cbannels are set to advance at a 4¡rs interval, per

channel, The average arrival time for the ion bunch is then computed and stored as a data point. The entire
process above is repeated for a new ion bunch with the only difference being the quadrupole excitation

frequency. About forty different ftequency scans are perfonned resulting in 40 data points giving the ToF
versus RF excitation frequency infomation. The cyclohon resonance ûequency is thus seen as the

frequency that gives the greatest roF dip (ions arriving at the detector the fastest). This method is very
well suited for ions with low production rates. System tests \ryith stable Pt ions have proven the possibility

of making single measurements to < l0keV precision in about 2 hours, with ion production rat€s as lorv as

4 ions/second (Chapter 8)!

7.2. Systematic Effects

As in any experimental setuP, it is common to expect c€rtain systematic effects due to the less than
ideal experimental conditions. These effects are constant, in tha! the influence on the experiment can be
predicted ifthe cause is loown and understood. Appropriate corrective methods can then be incorporated
into the experimental process to minimize or "calibrate away'' these effects. In this section an overviery of
the systematic effects togethe¡ with the corrective procedures will be examined,
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The quadrupole fapping poteniial V(z) canbe wrinen as a sum oflegendre polynomials (m=0

only) from azimuthal slannetry considerations,

,þ)=+(".*)", *\,'. ?r.) F.1)

Cr, represents the contribution ofthe various multipole orders to the pote¡tial such that,

f",,=r. r7.2r
,r>0

The reader is advised to note that lhe above sum does not contain the C, term. This is due to the nature of

the "zeroth order muitipole" which is in fact z independent. In simple terms, it isjust a DC offset and

therefo¡e does not distort the quad¡upole potential in any way. For a true quadrupole potential it then

follows that Cz = I an¿ Cr,*r,,ro = 0 .lareality, small components of higher order multipoles are

present due to electrode machining or delibe¡ate modification to the ideal trap geometry (e.g. exit holes and

slits in rjng elechode). The first trvo higher order multipoles and their effect on the all important sum

frequency is given as,

t(at. + at-)", =13r,.'.i -. ,(pi - p:),' 1z; \Ø+ +û)_)'

L(a* + a-)"" =+}#Ðb",b: - pt)*bi - p:)l (7 3)

The octupole (c4) and dodecapole (c5) components introduce frequency shifts dependent on the ion orbit

radii. The dodecapole component is also propofional to the extent ofz-motion. Besides the installation of
correction electrodes in an attempt to null the presence ofca and c6 components, cefain ptecautions need

to be incorporated to ensure minimum fiequency shifts in the case of"less than perfect'' corrective

tecbniques. These precautionary measues are quíte clear, firstly, keep ion orbit radii small and secondly,

ensue that ions are trapped near the bottom ofthe happing potential where z oscillation is at a minimum.

Setting up a small magehon orbit in addition to the highly efücient "deep-cleaning" method described in
this work (see Chapter 6.7), prevents any gross frequency shifts from occurring.

Misalipnment of aap to maporetic field axis

The tap axis is ideally aligned to the magnetic field axis. Generally the alignment is performed on the

bore with an electron beam/detector set up. The t¡ap is then inserted into the bore as a snug fit. Frequent

removal ofthe Penni¡g t¡ap ftom its housing might cause the bore to shiÍt slightly from alie¡rment. The
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misalignment produces a linear dependence ofthe cyclotron &equency on the ion mass. This prompts the

use of a calibration or referenc€ mass with about 3amu mass difference from the experimental mass. The

other method is to fully characterize the mass dependence over a large mass range by using organic or

cæbon cluster ions. The correction can then be applied to the mass under experiment. This cha¡acterization

must be done whenever the hap is removed from the bo¡e and reinserted so as to track any possible shifÌ in

the alignment.

TrapÞed lon Number

It has been observed that varying the number ofions sto¡ed in the trap causes shifu in the cyclotron

resonance frequency' This might be due to the fact that large ion clouds will occupy a latger extent ofthe
trapping volume thereby being subject to electric/magnetic field imperfections. The Coulomb interaction of
similar ion species is not expected to give rise to any Êequency shift but a shift is expected if the stored

ions a¡e ofdifferent masses. It is therefore imperative to clean the hap of all but one ion species. Operation

with low number ofions is best to avoid the pitfalls ofan expancled ion cloud. Comparison ofthe reference

and experimental masses must then be perfonned under similar ion numbe¡ conditions. A single trapped

ion in each case offers the ultimate unprejudiced measu¡ement!
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8. Experimental Results

This work involves precision stable mass measurements in lhe A-200 Ìegion. This region has long-

standing conflicts; case of this is the "Hg problem,' (Wapstra 19g5). Absolute Mercury (Hg) mass

measuements perfonned by the university of Manitoba's AMD Group have consistently been deemed

20kev "mo¡e stable". These measu¡ements \.vere conducted with the Manitoba II High Resolution Mass

spectrometer twice, 20 yeals apart, yielding very similar results. The Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME) uses

a complex system of determining masses through a massive data compilation. A multitude ofdata
involving mass measuremdnts and reaction Q values are assembled and from this self-consistent mass

values are attained, It is possible to find that enors in e value measurements "accumulate',, and are

propagated to the final mass tabulation. It is the¡efore imperative to obtain anchor points along the stability
line in the form ofabsolute mass measu¡ements. The platinum @t) measurements perfonned on the cpr
MS a¡e expected to provide some "relief in this beleaguered region ofprecision mass measurements.

The role of the cPT MS will largely involve precision mass measuements of nuclei fa¡ from
stability. The precision required ofthese measu¡ements could range anywhere between l-100 kev,
depending on lhe experimental aims. Developments in this work will help characterize the spechometer

system as well as intioduce and test novel techniques that will prove valuable düing the push towards the

high end of"online" precision, It can be noted lhat the CPT MS design does not differentiate between ,,ion

sources". System perfonnance is expected to be similar ìvhether ions are læer desorbed ûom a solid target
or exotic species created online. The following considerations were deemed pa¡amount in the pursuit of
high precision mass measurem€nts employing Penning haps and the author restates this in the list below.

Clean beam

Requires that ions of only one species remain in the tap during the mass measurement process.

All other ions present due to the injection process must be removed. These can range from isotopes to
organic contaminants.

Energy bunching

Ions injected into the Penning tap must have a narrow energy spread. This prevents rhe trapped
ion cloud from occupying a large extent ofthe field region,

User delìned high energv evaporation

Removing ions with high axial energies that woulcl otherwise probe a larger, more imperfect
magnetic/elechic field region. User is now given the option to remove alÍrost 99% ofthe trapped ionsl

Low number of ions

Mass m€asur€ments with a very small ion number ensure that the ion cloud can be confined in
a small region ofsuperior field (electic/magnetic) homogeneity. operation close to fhe,.singte ion',
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limit also provides a test platform to predict system performance during the event ofvery loìry ion
p¡oduction rates, a trait ofexotic nuclei with small production c¡oss sections.

The data presented here is a result of extensive modification to system elechonics and processes.

Direct cyclotron resonance frequency measu.rements were performed for the four most abundant
isotopes of Platinum. The abundances (webElements 2002) are as risted in Tabre g.l below

Table 8.1. Platinum Abundance

P¡atinum Isotopes AbuDdance (70)

190 0.01

192 0.79

t94 32,9

95 33. E

t96 25.3

t98

The reference mass selected was Au (A=r97) for convenience. switching between refe¡ence and
experimental masses now just becomes a simpre task of moving the respective target plate into prace.

The number oftapped ions in each case rvas kept to a maximum of39 ions. Any wird fluctuations
were accounted for by the analysis program, Ìvhich counts ions and .,bins" accordingly. All
measurements were perfonned with the "deep cleaning" method thereþ using only ,.cold,' 

ions.

8,1. Datø Analysís

Raw data is primarily the ion arrival time. The McS is set to sto¡e these times in discrete bins of
4ps time-width (256 x 4 = r024ps). The average ToF for the arriving ion bunch is then computed
from number ofions in each bin and the bin'time". This constitutes the data point for a particular
excitation frequency' This cycle is repeated about 40 times at 40 different frequencies to yield data
points for a scan. The us€r then selects the number ofscans ¡equired to achieve sufficient statistics.
The individual scan data is stored in a "cumulative" manne¡ as ,,new', 

scan data isjust added on rhen
'ïe-averaged". Úr real time, the resonance spectra sloì ly starts to take shape as individual data points
become more defined. A typical spectrum is show¡ in Chapter 4.

The fitting function used initially was a simpre invertecl Gaussian rine shape. The main peak
was the only region ofconcem. This simpre firnction was then replaced by a more accurate description
ofthe experimental specÍum, mathematically equivalent to the energy gain equation (4.4g). Fig g.la
and 8.lb shorvs a typical dataset being fìtted with both the simple Gaussian function and the more
complex "sinc squared' fi¡nction. The "sinc' function besicres being an accuate description ofthe
experimental line shape also provides the user with instantaneous feedback ofthe quality ofthe electic
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fields within the trap. Excessive side band amplitude will signal cyclotron-magnehon over conversion

and the RF amplitude must be adjusted while as¡nmetry indicates a far ûom idear static quadrupole

electric field which can be corrected by varying the cor¡ection electrodes Dc potentiars.

Fig. 8.1a A simple inverted Gaussian fitfor lhe cyclotron resonance spectrum of rspt

I

)
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t0¡ vtÁsJs rËôùErcr ilfil < .ô rrrs_/sridfcfÈnoo - 2o,tJ +/- o6
mH¡ r Ét! +/_ odr0. otPt{ - !9.r'+/- ostrDttlo cH- sorr¡rr-r r.r!

uùrc(âr - t- a

)
=ua
P:

cênfo¡d = 466245.424 (0.009) t-ts

Fig. 8.1b The "Sinc' fit to lhe above dataset.
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The fitting fi¡nction provides the centroid position and accompanying error for the ToF peak,

centroid = f" t 6,. . (8.1)

The frequency information is then converted to atomic masses with the frequency ¡atio 4 (4.53) Ìvith
the frequency errors (expt. and ref.) added in quadratüe,

or=
M

The measu¡ed atomic mass is hence given,

M + o^. (8.3)

This result constitutes a measurement mn. This is then repeated according to the number of runs (À)
made for a paficular mass species. The fural mass value is attained by a straight average ofall the runs

for a particular isotope and the accompanying enor ô..*.

E;: 6T;
\ J: -jT

A

2u,
M- = '='¡r

õ'
- ìn.ø, 

J¡i@:Ð

The \deighted mean can also be computed for a particurar dataset in the case ofmeasu¡ements
performed with varying precision, This is most rikery useful when measu¡ements of a particular
isotope are made with different excitation times resulting in different precision. The weighted mean

frV*) is stated as:

M*= (8.4b)

The associated er¡ors are computed as, standard deviation ø¿, , which is a measu¡e of ,.scatte/, of alr

data points,

(8.2)

(8.4â)

ä(#)

åt;l
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cu, =

and oi¡r , an implicit indicator of"reproducibility',.

I
di¡, =-'-. (8.6)

l\' I

\?'i
A measure ofdata quality is the Birge ratio, .R3 = o.¡ /o¡,,. A value much greater than one would
indicate the presence of inconsistent data points. The extemaVinternal er¡o¡s will only be quoted in the
frral result. All other enors quoted are standard errors as defined by eqn. g.4a,

8.2, Data Consßtency

The results mentioned here were acquired over a two-week period with machine operation

close to 16 brs a day. Excitation time is either l or 1.5 seconds. Forty frequency steps are taken to
constitute a measu¡ement "scan" and ten measurement scans make a measurement group. It is common
to acquire l5 groups for sufücient statistics, especially in rhe case ofreally low ion numben. The
effective "measuremenf' time per isotope, say for l-second excitation is,

40xlx t0x l5 = 6000s(r, 1.5år).
This does not include the time taken for other processes (e.g high energy evaporation and isotope
cleaning). The total time can come close to 2 brs per isotope. During most run days, two reference

m€asu.r€ment sets are taken, interspersed between that ofthe pt isotopes. This serves to hack any
changes in the magnetic field. Graphs for 2 pt isotopes and ItAu calib¡ation have been insluded to
check possible night/day fluctuations due to changes in ambient room temperature (fig. g.2). The
temperature changes caû aff€ct the magnetic field in a cyclical manner. Figure g.3 shows the measured

cycloton resonance Êequency over a period oftwo weeks. In order to illustrate all four isotopes on the
same axis, the deviation from the mean is comput€d for each ofthe isotopes, which is the¡ illustrated.

(8.5)
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8,3. Døtø Process

The frequency ratio .R is attained from each data set ûom which the atomic mass can be computed

according to equation 4.53. I¡ order not to be reliant on the quoted value for the reference mass (Au), the

frequency ratios are tabulated. This will prove usefirl when a "new" value fo¡ the ¡eference Au mass is

computed using recent mass measurements from Manitoba II and complementâry data from olher

laboratories. The data is bin¡ed acco¡ding to ion number to provide an accu¡ate comparison platfom. The
bin numbers are l-39 ions, 1-24 ions, 1-19 ions, 1-15 ions and l5-39 ions. This binning is also conducted
for the ref€rence mass, to enswe consistency. A sample table for the frequency ratios (Table g.2) is shown
for the bin l-39 ions. The mean frequency ratios for each bin size are presented in Table g.3,

Table 8.2 Frequency Ratio.R fo¡ the bin size l-39 ions

Table 8.3 Mean frequency ratio .R for the various bin sizes

A few test runs \yere also made with very low ion numbe¡s. These are illustrated in figures g.4a and
8.4b showing a very well defined and symmehic line shape for an excitation time of 1.5 seconds. The
extemely small ion cloud in both the cases shown (ress than 5 and r0 ions respectiveþ), orbiting in a very
small region about lhe trap c€nter, makes the problems associated with severe fielcl imperfections and space
charge distortion a non-issue' The possibility ofmaking precision mass measurements with the ToF
tecbnique near rhe "single ion" limit has been illushated (one ofthe design requirements ofthe cpr MS).

Date PI "Pt t"oPt
PI

Aug 21 .01s 487 009(31) t.010267 392(31) .005 18s(33) 0.994 94 937(32)
Aug 22 .0ts 487 036Q8) 1.0t0267 4s3Q0) .005 20s(30) 0.994 94 ee3(28)
Aug 23 .0 5 487 0s8(37) .010 267 447(35) .00s t7e(25) 0.994 94 e76Qs)
Aug 24 .0 s 487 038(2t) .010267 436(26) .005 211Q6) 0.994 94 es8(26)
Aug 27 .0 5 487 066(30) .ot0 267 464(30) .005 2ss(2e) o .994 942 0\7 (3 t)
Aug 28 ,0 s 486 988(32) .010267 462(32) .005 207Q8) o.99494 e47Qe)
Aug 29 .0r5 486 994(28) .010267 446Q8) .005 20eQ8) 0.994 94 9s6Q9)
Aug 30 .015 4E7 014(34) .0r0267 453(35\ .00s 168Q2) 0.994 94 e02(34)
Aug 3l 1.015 487 011Q2\ .0t0 267 4t6Q6) .005 1s2Q5) 0.994 94 e43(3s)

Ion Bin tY4pt tYrpt t"oPt ,toPt

l-39 ions t.01s 487 024(9.?) 1.010267 44t(8.3) 1.005 il l 197(10.6) 0.994 94 e59(l1.8)

I -24 ions 1.0t5 487 010(10.Ð t.0t0267 428(10.7) 1.00s l il 195(11.6) 0.994 94 e51(10.3)

1-19 ions 1.015 487 006(t2.2\ 1.010 267 430(9.9') 1.005 111 195(10.0) 0.994 94 947(9.s)

1-14 ions 1.015 486 993(9.0) 1.010267 426(8.2) 1.005 llr 193(6.1) 0.994 94t 945(6.0)
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Fig. 8.4a. 1.5 second excilation speclrum for resptwith less lhan s ions per meâsurement. The individual
ftequency channels are 0.075H2 apart
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Fig. 8.4b, 1.5 second excitation specirum for relpt with less than 10 ions per measurement. 
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8,4. Se[ Consístent Mass Value for le7Au wíth Least Squøres Adjustmen/
The refe¡ence mass, ItAu, 

enables the atomic mass ofthe various pt isotopes to be computed with
ease' An accurate refe¡ence mass is thus a pre-requisite for accurate experimental mass results for the
CPTMS. The refe¡ence mass can readily be obtained from most recent Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME)
tables The othe¡ oPtion is perfoml some method of self-consistent determination for the refe¡ence mass

using reliable "local" mass measu¡ements and reaction Q values. The author would tike to state that in any
case, in mass regions where no discrepancy is suspect, the AME tabulation and the ,.local,' 

mass

measuremenvQ value computation would have little or no discemable difference. For this work, it was

decided that the mass region A=180-200 is plagued with far too many inconsistencies. A limited (over 20
mass units) least squares adjusbnent (LSA) is therefore perfonned in fhe region A=lg0-200 from which a
self-consistent value for the mass of ItAu is obtained.

The "local" mass measuement data used fo¡ this LSA is a set of Mercuy (Hg) measu'ements

performed on the '\rpgraded" Manitoba II spechometer between 1996-1999. This study was part ofa series
of experiments designed to confrm a prior result set ofHg measurements done by rhe university of
Manitoba's AMD group in 1980. This "local" data is then combined with the input values given in AME 95
for the relevant mass region from which the ouÞut values are obtained in a self-consistent ma¡¡er (see

Audi 1986, Sharma 1977 and refe¡ences therein for the Least Squates technique).

The 3 "absolute mass" doublets ,,added', to the existing body ofAME daø is mrked "A,, .8,, and

"c" (Barillari 1999). It would be instuctive to note that doublet'H.,'is actually a re-measü€ment,

originally done in 1980 (Kozier 1980). Table 8.4. below shows the values for both these measutements-

Table 8.4. Two independent measutements on doublet.,A,'

Doublet "4" Barillari 1999 Kozier 1980

teHg-l2Çtcl, t240t7.19 (1.48) t24 023.43 (0.53\

These 'hew" input measurements are shown in figure g.5. The doublet ,,D" refers to an absolute mass

measu¡ement fo¡ 20rHg 
done in 1980. The ¡eaction data (e values), .d,and.,å', (Table g.5.) are other

complementary data that will be used as a "reaction bridge',. These would enable the mass of leAu to be
calculated from the mass of retHg 

via the chain a, b.

Table 8.5. Complementary e value data

Code Reaction Decay Mode Q value (keV) References (as in .AME 93)

a let¡u-tetHg p' 1372.40 (0.60) 65Ke04,65PaO8

b t"Au-ttÀ.t
(n, y) 6 5t2.20 (0.22\ 798126
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by two or more exP€riments) would prove invaluable in this instance. The very short reaction chain itself
leaves little ¡oom for error. The ¡esult for the calculated reAu 

mass will therefore be highly reliable.

The autho¡ would like to state that the LSA output values is just a set ofbest values given the number
of constraints imposed by mass measurem€nts and reaction Q values. Reliability is ultimately ensured by
coresPondence to other data, lgllincluded in the LSA. A¡ excellent illushation ofthis is for masses tesHg

and 2qHg (see table). Bergsnom, from the sMILETRAp colaboration, had presented results at ENAM
200lthat agees very well with the LSA ouþut values for these two masses. The 2sHg 

mass, as presented

by Bergstrom, even agrees with the Manitoba II result from 19g0 @arber 2002_priv comm.)l

Table 8.6. LSA ouþut values and comparison for certain masses

LSA Output (pu) Comparison (pu) Reference

r83w t82,9s0,223.39 (0.6t) 182,950,224. 20 (3.00) AME 95

r81w 183,950,931. 5l (0.6?) 183, 950, 9 32.30 (3.00) A.lvIE 95

l86w t85,954,363.84 (1.23) r85,954, 362. 00 (3.00) AME 95

l87Re 186,955,752.11 (1.15) 186,955,750. 50 (3.00) A-lvIE 95

l94pt 193,962,678, s6 (0.97) 19i,962,663. 58 (3.00) AME 95

le5Pt 1e4,964,789. 42 (0.97) r94,964,774. 45 (s.00) AME 95

le6Pt 195,964,949.92 (0.96) 195,964,934. 88 (3.00) AME 95

le8Pt
197 ,967 , 891 , 33 Q.35) r97,967,876. 0r (4.00) A]\IIE 95

Au 196,966, s67 , 87 (0.70) 196,966, 55r. 6r (3.00) AME 95

,rtHg 197,966,768. 5s (0.43\

197,966,777.49 (0.78)

197,966,774. t0 (0.76)

197,966,771.27 (0.68)

197 ,966,767. 88 (0.66)

197,966,768.40 (0.60)

(i) (Kozier 1980) Manitoba II AMD2

(ü) (Kozier 1980) Manitoba tr AMD2

(iü) (Barilari 1999) Manitoba II AMD2

(iv) (Bæilla¡i l999lKozier 1980) AMD,
(v) @ergshom 2001) SMILETRAP

trrHg t98,968,281.36 (0.42) 198, 968,287. 08 (0.55) (Kozier 1980) Manitoba II AMD2

totHg 200,970,304.26 (0.50) 200,970,308.97 (0.63) (Kozier 1980) Manitoba tr AMD

'*Hg 203,973,494.04 (0.41)
203,973,494.22 (t.26)

203,973,494.20 (0.60)

(Kozier I 980) Manitoba tr AMD

@ergshon200l) SMILETRAp

2 
The various data checks are shovn as e value/mass measurement sclìemes in fig. g.6
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The daylo-day run results are show:r in the figu¡es on the previous page. Figure 8.7 illustrates the

scatter ofthe measued masses from the LSA ouÞut values for the four isotopes. The relative increased

scatter in tbe results for resPt poinls to a condition whe¡e "cleaning', majority ofthe stored ions stafs to
distu¡b the ¡esonance (re8Pt abundance -Bo/o lherefore 92yo ofthe stored ions arc removed). Driving out

most ofthe sto¡ed ions though strong dipole excitation might cause the excited ions to agitate or indfuectly

excite the small number ofthe ions of interest through collisions.

The measured masses over two weeks are self-consistent with a variation not greater than 4pu. This

translates into 20ppb (2x10-6) stability for any independent measurement. The result for one isotope, lespt,

is shown in fig. 8.9. The variation of the measured masses between bin sizes with small ion number

increment is negligible (Fig. 8.9). The ion bin l-19 ions is chosen as the "firial result" representative bin as

this is a small ion cloud with sufficient statistics. The er'or bars indicate the enor in the mean â."*

,.2-oz"'"--;m (8,7)

Measured masses for the four platinum jsotopes are listed according to ion number in Table 8.8. The
error in the mean is quoted in btackets.

Table 8.8 Raw Results (no "wide,, calibration)

lsotopes -Pt
U-39 ions 193,9ó2,671.8s(1.80) ry4,yo4, /ðJ.uy( 1.5ó) Le5,964,955.22Q.0t) t9 t,967 ,894.67(2.29)
0-24 io¡s t9 3,902,67 4 .51(l .99) te4,964, t E6 .52\t .89) t9s,964,955.52Q.20) te7,967,E96.46(t.99)
0-19 ions t93,962,67 5.27(2.27\ t94,964,7 E6 .30(t .E6) r e5,9ó4,955.52(l , E9) t9 t ,96 t ,691 .3 t\l ,84)
u-l4 ions t93 ,962,677 .67 (t .68) le4,964,7 86.98(l .54) t9s ,964,955 .92(1 .15\ te7 ,967 ,897 .69(1 .t5)

I.9A reJ,yô2,ó7ü,56(0,97) t y4,y ô 4,7 ü y, 4 2 (t), I 7) r95,961,949,92(0,96) ty /,y07,öyt,Jt(J.J5)
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Fig.8,'10. Measured mass varues for rhe l-19 ion bin (uncârjbrated), shown as dev¡ations from LSA.

A distinct pattem emerges from the figure 8.r0. compared with the LSA ouÞut, reapt and re5pt 
are

measured to be systematically lower while similarly 'spt and retpt 
a¡e deemed to be higher. A mass

dependent "systematic" error is present in these measurements. This is probably due to a sright
misalignment ofthe tlap axis to the magnetic field. To corlect for this effect, a ,.wide,, calibration using an

organic species, C5HE (A-68) is perfomed and the corrected results are shown (Table g.9, fig. g.l 1).

;5
E2o
J0
E

't
o-1

Table 8.9. Final "Wide" Calibrated Results

Isotopes '-Pt "'Pt
u-39 ions 193,962,67 5.45(2.54) ty+,yo4, t Eo.49lt ,97 ) 19s,964,956.42Q.t0) t, t,yo t,óyt.o Il¿.3 t)
0-24 ions t93,96;¿,678.11Q.68) te4,e64,7E8.92(2.24) te5,964,956.72(2.2E) t9 t,96 t ,895.2O(2.O7)
u-ly ¡ons tyJ,yo¿,t tó.ó t(¿.89) v+,yo+,röó. tu(¿.2t) v),yÞ+,ytþ. tz\t.9ö) t97,967,E96.11(1.94)
U-l4 ions trJ,roz,oó Lz t\3.t¿) re4,e64,189.38Q.3t) tJ,tolrr) t. t ¿\2,1ó) te7,967,896.49Q.44)

LSA tyJ,962,ó76,56(0.97) ry4,964,789.12(0.97) ret,964,949.92(0.96) ty7,967,891.33(3,35)
AME 95 r9s,962,663,58(3.00) 1e4,961,771.15(3,00) re5,961,931,88(3,00) ty /,yo/,ö /o,uI(4.4u)
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Calibrallon 1 .2(0.6) ¡ru per amu Applied

Plf91 PÍS6 Pí9ô PtlsS

Plat¡num lsotopes

Fig. 8.'11. Final calibrated results shown as dev¡ation from LSA.

Table 8.10. Deviation of masses from LSA

Nuclide Measured (¡ru) ôr,r.* (¡¡u) o."' (pu) oi"r (lru) Deviation

from LSA (¡ru)

Deviation

from LSA (o)

lelPt
193,962,678.8'1 2.90 2.80 3.08 0.31 <o

le5Pt
194,964,788.70 2.2t 2.19 2.77 -0.72 <o

lsPt t95,964,956.72 1.98 2.01 2.52 6.80 3.5o

t$Pt
197,967,896.t1 t.94 1.87 2.52 4.78 2.3o

Final mass values for the four pt isotopes are stated in Tabre g.r0. The deviations from the Least
squares A,djushent ouÞut values are also given. The reader is diected to fig. g.6b whe¡e the relative
deviation from AME is illustrated. The 16 keV shift in the results of this Ìyork is evident.
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9. Conclusion

High accuracy mass measu¡ements bave been performed on the CPT mass spectrometer for foì¡r
platinum isotopes. For these isotopes a measo'ement precision of l0-l5ppb has been attained

corresponding to about 3kev. The attainable precision to some extent is limited by the magnetic fìeld

homogeneity, which deviates from the design specifications (see Appendix r). The complex task of
magnetic field conection/compensation remains a pressing concern fo¡ mass measuremenls, with precision

in the ppb (-lkeV) regime. Progress on the magnetic field correction is not expected in the immediate

future as the primary role of the cPT MS involves mass measuements of €xotic nuclei. Fo¡ these

experiments a p¡ecision in the region of20ppb is considered .,excellenf'.

The author restates that results obtained in this work were largely due to the effective "cleaning,,

scheme, where only very cold ions were pre-select€d for mass measuement, even with a less than ideal

energy bunching mechanism. It would thus be incorrect to expect results of similar precisíon for online

experiments, Ìvhere very low production yields prevents the use ofthe "ring raising ,. process. The energy

bunching process prior to Penning trap injection must nory be refmed, as the original goal to place an ion

cloud tightly bunched in energy, very nea¡ the bottom ofthe trapping potential, can¡ot be circumvented.

A linea¡ trap has recently replaced the RFQ buncher trap in an effort to improve collection efTiciency,

a factor crucial in online mass measu¡ements. The linear tlap offe¡s an acceptance that is a bette¡ match to

the emittance ofthe incoming beam. The ion bunch ejected from the linear trap also possesses a smaller

energy spread. This spread is calculated to be small enough that the €ne¡gy-bunching cavity has been

deemed ¡edundant in this new setup. cl¡rrently, tests are being conducted on the nerv configuation.

The results obtained in this work are largely satisfactory. The requùement for these measu¡ements ryas

relativsly straightforward that is, a pure, small and cool ion cloud orbiting near the trap center. Th€ scatter

of4þpb in the "ra#' resonance frequencies ofthe platinum isotopes over a period oftwo weeks (Fig. g.3)

illushates the benefits ofadhering to this ,lequirement',.

The limited LSA procedure has provided a "new" mass value for le7Au. This has been inclependently

confirmed by more than one sou¡ce. The root of this lies in a "new', mass for resHg 
and 2sHg presented by

the stockholmÂ4ainz TRAP group. These results compare very well with Manitoba,s l9g0 and 1999 Hg
mass measuements. The Pt measu¡ements in this work with the ,,new', reference leAu 

mass, closely match
the LSA output values. Three very diffe¡ent mass measu.rement facilities performing mass measurements

separated by a time period of almost 20 years have produced results that agree very well with each other.

The only exception is t%Pt, which is determined to be systematically heavier when compared to the LSA
ouþut values. This might be due to local reaction e value inco¡sistencies.

Further stable mass measu¡ements in the higher end ofthe mass tâble are planned. The author would
consider absolute mass measu¡ements to be performed in this region as a high priority. similar to the
Manitoba tr, r€ference species ofhydro/chroroca¡bons w l dispense with the need to .,quariqy'' the
¡eference itselfl The CPTMS has arready been measuring hydrocarbons originating from organic
contaminants as the reference species during online experiments.
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The present precision limit of loppb is adequate for a systematic study of "heavy" masses between

180-200amu. A series of Hg measurements with the cpr MS would be conside¡ed ideal ifnot for
ionization difticulties. Attempting "laser desorption" with a sample ofliquicl Hg would not be prudent with
regards to safety. The author proposes a simple scheme, adopted from the Manitoba II bigh-resolution mass

measùement system. simple heating of extemally housed vials of Hgcl2 and c2cl5 will introduce vapors

into the cooler confines @arillari 1999). An ionization gauge could then be used to ionize the vapors. The

principle of ionization is similar to that used to inhoduce gas samples (e.g xenon) into the cpr MS. Mass

measurements can then be performed on Hg*(A-200) isotopes with c2cl5+ as the reference species. The

only problem might be the difüculty in Hg ionization. In this instance, the only option vould be to feed

Hg+ ions dfuectly into the cooler using some configuration ofan extemal electron bombardment soùce. A
simpler experiment, not to be nostalgic, would be a measurement of teTAu itselfin conjunction with c2cl5+.

No prior logistic plaming is needed except for the ionization ofthe ¡eference chlorocarbon. It would be

prudent however to firstly, completely characterize the "mass dependence" ofthe spectrometer tbrough a

series of widely spaced hydrocarbon mass measüements.

The thnst towards "high precision" online mass measurements is cu¡rentty the focus ofthe cpr
research group. Though this work predominantly involves offline stable mass measuÌemenls, improvements

were made with "online compatibility" in mind. Curent status shows the "Gas Coole/' collection system in
excellent operational condition. The installation of the magnetic quadrupole triplet in conjunction with tbe

velocity filter has increased the signal to noise ratio by a factor ofseven (savard 2001). The pioneering

effort ofthe cPT research group has made the stopping, collection and post acceleration of fast beams a

reality! A'?enning Trap" isobar separator is presently being developed to ensure "clean,, beam injection
into the CPT MS. The presence ofisobaric organic contaminants is the only factor hindering high precision

exotic nuclei mass measùements at the moment,
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Appendix I The Superconducting Magnet System

The superconducting magnet system is an integral part ofthe CPTMS. This maget until now has been

a closed system sealed in a black box. The complexity, coupled rryith fhe immense cost ofsuperconducting

systems does not provide for the occasional tinkering by graduate students not skilled in this field. Nalorac
cryogenics corporation (NCC) constructed the CPTMS 5.9 Tesla magnet under strict specifications from the
CPT design team' The need for strict guidelines is warranted as the homog€neity over a dsv (diameter spherical

volume) of lcm at the coil center was pegged at 100ppb. The cpr magnet is a stanclard LTS system (Low
Temperature superconducting), using metallic conductors as opposed to exotic HTS (High remperature
Superconducting) oxide/ceramic conductors. The inhinsic diffe¡ence between the two classes is the all-
important critical temperature or T". LTS system operate at a temperature of4.2-20K while HTS system achieve
superconducti¡g state at a temperature of2oK-l loK. HTS is a burgeoning field on its own, propelled by tbe
search for the Holy Grail ofroom temperature superconductivity!

LTS magnet systems use superconduction to maintain the cur¡ents that ar€ required to generate large
magnetic fìelds with no power loss. Liquid Helium (LHe) is used to cool the conducting elements down to the
hansition temperatùe where they exhibit no resistance, The absence ofresistance enables large currents to be
passed tbrough very thin wi¡es. The thin wires provide for thousands oftums to be wound over a small section
giving rise to a relatively compact high fìeld magnet system. This can be compared to the haditional copper
conductor, water-cooled magnets systems (up to 2 T max), which require a much larger installation area.

The initial powering up, or energizing ofthe superconducting coils, is the only time that power is fed into
the system, once the cryogenic chamber is suffrciently cooled with the influx oflHe, and the required currents
has been established in the coils, the extemal driving power supply is disengaged and the cu¡rent ckculates
without loss. The only periodic maintenance required is the quarterly filling oflHe that is done with the coils
energized. Minor field cor¡ections a¡e required ifsevere inlomogeneity is suspected. This is done by changing
the cu¡rents in lhe superconducting corrective shim coils with the use ofthe extemal ddver supply. This section
will serve as a primer to LTs magnet system design and operation. Emphasis will be directed towards field
mapping and the use ofactive shimming components to corect inhomogeneities.

Al.l Generøl IntemøI assembly

The cryogenic nahlfe of the magnet system places the i¡nermost section at LHe temperature (4.2K) while
the entire magnet assembly is situated at room temp (300K). This is an insulation nighhare, as any oversight in
thermal protection will result in excessive LHe boil off, increasing the operational cost. The LTS elements are
housed within tb¡ee layers of"insulation". The outer layer with one end at room temperahue is made ofa
composite superinsulative material. This is followed by a 95 liter LN2jacket that ensures a temperatu¡e of 77K
at lhejunction. The innermost cavity, housing the superconducting elements, is filled with LHe with a helium
vapor jacket (Fig. 41. l).
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Fi6ld cênlêr

Supgrco¡ductivô
Solenoid

The LTS elements are a series ofspecially wound Niobium-Titanium (Ni3Ti) coils, which dehne the
magnetic fìeld within the region. The coils are wound around a bobbin in which sits the B.9cm diameter bor€,

which will houses the precision Penning tap. The coils are a stand-alone system once the .þersistent ,

superconducting curreîts (i.e', they maintain constant current flow without additionølporer) are established

during initial power'up. The energizing is performed with the coils connected to a poì.ver supply at room
temPerafi[e' A set ofspecial switches is placed within the enclosure to allow for curent enh'y (dudng po]ver-
up) and cùre¡t exit (during power-down) to the LTs coil system. one switch is placed in series with the
superconducting load and the other is placed in parallel. During extemal curent drive connection (e.g. during
power-up), the series switch is closed while the other switch is open, This allows for current to flow through the
coils from the driver source. The parallel switching device serves as a shunt in that when the series switch is
open and the shunt switch is closed, cunent recirculates thÌough the persistent superconducting toad (Fig.
41.2)' The switches are special thermally activated superconductive devices of material that is conductive at
LTS temperature but not conductive at higher temperatures. The tânsition bemeen closed and open states in
achieved tbrough small resistive elements intenpersed around the switches, which is activated via thin low-
current leads passing into the chamber. All the coils (main coil ancl active shim coils) ar€ activated though a
single switching bigger mechanism in that when the load is persistent, all coils are superconducting. This has
the implication that during the field conective shimming process, the main coil is being driven by the extemal
supply and care must be taken not to alter this cu¡rent.

Fig. 41.1 Nalorac 5.9T superconducting magnet
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Fig. 41.2 lntemal coil configuration. The switch positions coÍespond to "external supply drive".

Al,2 The CoilAssembly

The LTS solenoid consists ofa 2-section main coil plus a series ofconection coils wound around the
main coil. Each coil is independent in a sense that different curlents flow thtough individual coils, The

correction or auxiliary coils are used to produce fìelds to compensate for the inhomogeneities present in the

field produced by the main coil Bo. In this particular magnet system, the total coil count is 10. The main Zo coil
plus nine correction cotls zI, /, /, *,y,xz,y, ryandl-y'. rhe optimum correctiv€ currents in these coils
must be determined experimentally tbrough an iterative field mapping technique. It woulcl be instructive to fust
perform a simple mathematical tÌeahent ofthe field present within the bore in the vicinity ofthe magnet center

before the field co¡rection principle is explored, A general scheme is to w¡ite the field as an expansion of
spherical harmonic functions âs follows:

n(r,",ó)=à 
nG)' V^cosmþ + B,^snmþþ^ cosl. (A1.1)

At this juncture, no symmeüy is assumed as the sum is over all general c¡mpoirents. The variable a denotes the
radius ofthe main coil and:

p,"(¿)= -;l-x,f,"(arax),."h,-,)], 61.2)

are the associated Legendre polynomials. The tems in l¡, and B¡, denote the gratlient strength ofthe field. The
above expansion can be relvritt€n usíng cylincl¡ical coordinates so as to separate the z components from the off-
axis components:

H(r,2,þ)= ¡¡, +0(2,22 ,23 ....)+ A,,r cosþ+

Brrr sin þ + Arrzr cos þ + Brrzr sn þ +
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Arrrz cos2þ + Brrr2 stn2þ + ....... (A1,3)

Re-i¡serting the Cartesian components with x : r cosþ and y : r sinþ, attain:

H(x,y,z)= no+o(2,22 ,21 ....)+ A,,x+

Brry + Arrzx + Brrzy +

.lrr(x' - y')+ nzzx! r ....... (41.4)

The field now has been decomposed into the màin component II¡ and nine other components (eqn. Al.4). It
would be inshuctive to note that each individual shim coil can correct or compensate for a particular componenl

(Malek 1994). The discussion has been reshicted to second order in offaxis elements as the CpT magnet is

fitted with only second order offaxis corrective coils.

Al,3 Field Møpping ønil Correctíon

z1

Fig.41.3 Field mapping poÌnt scheme.

The especially simple anangements ofthe shim coils make any field conection process rather tivial.
The shimming process used is active as opposed to the passive shimrning process. Active shims are cu¡¡ent
carrying coils wound a¡ound the main coil while passive shim are magnetic materials placed in special

housings placed at shategic locatio¡s. The basic principle in active shimming is to generate small auxiliary
fields to cancel out any i¡homogeneities present from the va¡ious off axis components. Firstly, field
mapping is required to ascertaín the degree ofinhomogeneity. The map would also provide crucial
information that would enable the operator to "plot'' a shim solution. The map is done a¡ound a volume of
interesq say, a cylinder ofradius lcm and a height of4 cm. ,.Extreme,' field mapping is done with a couple
ofhundred points and the solution is plotted using special computer code. To lushate the process, the
autho¡ has decided ûo simpfiry the rigor to just a couple ofpoints. The spirig however remains and the
reader can go forrh and extend the mapping detail. The mapping scheme is such that for every z position,

Z2
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za
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four points are øken. These are (1, 0), (0, r), (1, 0) and (0, -1). The reference ñame is arbihary and can be

set by the ope¡ator' In azimuthal angle {, these points tra¡slate to 0, 90, lg0 and 2?0 degrees respectively.

The z position map is ofcourse (0, 0). Thus 5 field values are taken as a set. In matix foml, equation
(41.4) can be ìvritten as:

( ¿,,,\

i :i, :lll I t'll
-0,, :),;J[:;J hj

(,

lo
t;

0n
r0
0 -zr
-r 0

(41.5)

\'vhere 
^r 

denotes B¡ - Bo¡, with B¡ as the field at a particular off axis point and Bo is the field on axis at the
same z coordinate. The above matrix €quation consists ofsix unknowns and four independent equations. To
achieve a self-consistent solution space, it might be recommended that a few more map points be used, for
example at different z coordinates, in orde¡ for the number ofequations to exceed the ¡umber ofunknowns.
The procedure used is not perfect as no infonnation on the Br2 can be obtained from the map points. The

user can include another map point where o = 45o, lvhich ì#ould give a non-vanishing component for -822.

The solution attained for the field gradients can be related to the shim coil cur¡ent alnost linearly and will
serve as a starting point for any iterative active shirnning procedure.

n
x *i'n co¡

o
x2- y2 $ri¡ col

Fig,41.4 Shim coitpattems. (A) x shim and (B) xz _ yz 5¡¡r.
rne ndependent nature ofthe shim coil configuration entails i¡ät au ihim coils are operational to

achieve a high degree ofhomogeneity within the dsv in question. No amount ofhard d¡iving one particular
shim can co''ect for another shim. Thus a system \ryith inactive shim coils win never pernona to design
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specifications. The cPT magnet-shimming configuation curently is performing far below optimum. The
last shimming exercise conducted in February 2001 has determined that the xz and yz shim coils are not
operational The third order axial shim, / and the ¡ shim are severely current limited. Field variation on
axis is o.9ppm/cm. A measu¡ement at the field center z position (trap center), along the x and y-axis, puts a

variation of 7.8ppm./cm aloDg the y-axis and 1o.5pprnrcm in the x di¡ection.

The superconducting nature ofthe shim coils does not allow fo¡ any in-house attempt at maintenance.

The proposed solution was to install non-cryogenic correction coils coaxially around rhe magnet, coupled
to an extemal curent d¡iver. The use of shim coil tech¡ology is comrnon in medical NMR instruments.

NMR industrial research groups regularly patent extemal field compensation techniques. one such

technique involves field compensation using coil pattems etched on flexible insulating material (Sakakura
1997). The coils are then 'Îrapped" over a portion ofthe magnet bore. This provides an elegant solution to
the othenvise complex task ofdealing with field corrections for superconducting magnet systems.

coil geometries for the various configurations are \yell kno*n (yamaguchi r9g?). The fìgure At.4
shows the geometries for x and x2-f coils. The cu¡rent flow direction is indicated and the coil will be
etched so that this "ordef is preserved on.the 2 dimensional pattems. A ,þossible', 

etch pattem is shown
for the simple x shim coil (Fig. 41.5). The reader can observe that the cur¡ent flow has been followed
faithfully on the etched coil through a series ofstrategicany placedjumpers. Thejumpers are.sections

where currents cross in 2 directions (dark and light anows). In practice, the coils are multi-layer insulated
conducto¡s. This is símilar to printed circuit fabrication using stacked conducting hacks separated by an

insulating oxide layer.

Fig, A1,5 X shim co¡l 2D etching pattem

Fou¡Phd defensePhdPhD defense extemal shim coils are requirod each with its orvn va¡iable cürent
ddver. The current source needs to operate at a maxim'm load of5Á ryith long-tern stabirty in the
milliamp range' No \vater-cooling ofthe conducting tacks is possible, so thermal shesses must be

z
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considered at the design stage. The various shim coil sheets would be \uapped over the magnet bore, in a

concenhic pattem. This might pose a problem as the space between the magnet bore and the existing bore

tube is limited. Present technology enables a system of5 shims coils to be stacked (2 coils per circui!
etched back to bacþ with a total thickness not exceeding 3mm (Fig. Al,6). This technique was the subjecl

of a patent filed by Sakakùa and his team at Toshib4 Kawasaki, Japan, in 1998.

Mâgnsl Borô

Fig.41.6 Shim coil instal¡ation and conshuction.
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